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PRESENTATION 
 

We wish to take this opportunity to thank you for the confidence in us, which you have demonstrated in ex-
pressing interest or acquiring the AGRÓNIC 7000. 

This confidence, for our part, stimulates our efforts to meet and surpass the expectations of our clients to jus-
tify the traditional quality of our products. 

This manual will explain the specification of the equipment as well as its installation and use. 
However, if after reading this you still have any doubts, contact us and we will happily answer them. 

 

http://www.progres.es/htmls/products/en/hydroponic-fertigation-control/fact_sheet/agronic-7000.html
http://www.progres.es/index.php?idioma=en
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2. BASIC FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
 

Very complete fertigation controller designed to 
control irrigation, fertilization by CE and by units of 
time or volume, acidity regulation, fertilizer agitation, 
pumping, filters cleaning, drainage control, sensor 
reading and conditioning programs through them, etc. 
with the option to control the pressure through the 
program, management via PC or mobile phone, plus a 
complete troubleshooting and data visualization.  

Basic model with 40 independent outputs plus 16 
inputs for digital signals and 16 analog inputs, which 
can be extended, and 8 pulsed outputs for EC injec-
tion, and 2 of acid and base. 
 

IRRIGATION 
It can control up to 200 irrigation sectors, gov-

erned by 24 programs, which include the values of: 

 6 starting times. 

 Irrigation by days of the week or pause days. 

 Active timetable and period. 

 Start by sensors of digital or analog level, by solar 
radiation or energy, by integration of temperature, 
and by level of soil moisture or soil water content. 

 Pulsed irrigation, automatic modification of the 
time between irrigations based on drainage and 
on solar energy or radiation. 

 Sequential irrigation of another program. 

 Nine irrigation groups with priority within the 
group. 

 Irrigation sequence of 32 sectors by program with 
independent irrigation and pre-irrigation units. The 
sectors that irrigate at the same time can be 
grouped from 1 to 32. Also independent post-
irrigation units. 

 Modification of the irrigation units by manual factor 
and by determining factors. 

 Security irrigation due to a lack of start and control 
of continuous start. 

 

FERTILIZATION 
Capacity for 8 fertilizers plus 2 acids or acid and 

base. The fertilization can be done by conductivity 
(EC) and by time or volume units, choosing the num-
ber of fertilizers which will work at every moment. 

We can assign a volumetric meter and a mixer to 
every fertilizer. 

General output of fertilizers and an auxiliary out-
put for each fertilizer; this way we can work with differ-
ent heads. 

The injection by EC is done by pulsed outputs or, 
optionally, by 0-10 V outputs. It is possible to regulate 
the EC by difference with the input EC and propor-
tional compensation by the variations in this input EC. 

 

 

PUMPING 
It has from 1 to 6 general irrigation outputs, which 

can be assigned to sectors, with independent activa-
tion and deactivation temporizations. The general no. 
1 can give a 0-10 volt analog output, in order to con-
nect it to a frequency variator and maintain a pressure 
in the irrigation pipe line independent for every pro-
gram. 

 

FLOWS 
Every irrigation sector can be assigned to 1 of the 

six possible volumetric meters to irrigate in liters or m3. 
In the totals, the volume of irrigation and fertilizer is 
shared in proportion to the nominal flow assigned to 
every sector. 

The fertilizer is programmed in liters or centiliters 
with 8 meters. 

Alarms by excess or lack of flow. 
 

DRAINAGE 
System for the control of the quantity of drained 

water in crops and the measuring of drained water 
parameters in a maximum of nine different crops. The 
parameters can be electric conductivity, acidity, tray 
level in millimeters, quantity of drained water, etc. Two 
operation options for drainage compensation: 

 “By modifying the time or volume of the irrigation 
application”. Before starting a new irrigation cycle 
or during a current cycle the irrigation units shall 
be modified to compensate the drainage pro-
duced and to be able to carry out the cycle, ac-
cording to the data gathered in the previous or 
current irrigation cycle. 

 “By modifying the frequency between irrigation 
cycles”. Upon starting a new irrigation cycle the 
time to be applied in the next one will be correct-
ed in relation to the drainage from the previous 
cycle. 

 

DETERMINING FACTORS 
There are 5 determining factors which can affect 

every one of the irrigation programs and they can 
affect them in the following ways: 

 “Start the irrigation” by solar radiation, tray level, 
soil moisture or water content and room tempera-
ture, etc. 

 “Modify the irrigation units” by solar radiation, 
drainage, and rain. 

 “Modify the EC reference” by solar radiation and 
rain. 

 “Modify the fertilization units” by solar radiation 
and rain. 

 “Modify the frequency between irrigations” by 
drainage and solar radiation. 
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CURVES 
Every irrigation program has a curve in order to 

modify the values of the irrigation units, its frequency, 
EC and fertilizer units for 6 different times in one day. 

 

TRAYS 
It can control up to 9 drainage trays with a 

drained volume measured, the EC, the pH and the 
alarms. Independently, it can also control the analog 
level of the trays for the start of supplementary irriga-
tions. 

 

FILTER CLEANING 
There is no limit in the number of filters to be 

used. There are 3 independent cleaning times to as-
sign to groups of filters. Pause time between filters. 
The cleaning can take place during an irrigation or it 
can be done at the start of an irrigation program. Stop 
or not of the sectors to clean. General and meter as-
signation. Control of continuous cleaning. The clean-
ings can be started by the differential pressure, by the 
time or volume. 
 

MANUAL CONTROL 
With manual control, you can start, stop and 

leave out of service irrigation programs; leave general 
service; start or stop the filter cleaning; end of alarms 
and malfunctions; direct activation of the outputs; 
modify the internal meters of the programs such as 
the days between irrigations, left activations, the fre-
quency between activations and the correction of the 
drainage. 
 

RECORD  
It can have the following records which are al-

ways updated: 
 Sector totals and a general one to show the irri-

gation units in time and volume plus the calculated 
flow and the applied units of every fertilizer. 
 Workings, showing the date and time of every 

working carried out by the unit, such as anomalies, 
irrigation starts with their main values, the drainage 
done in every irrigation, workings of the filters, mixers, 
erasures, etc. The information can be selected by 
date, programs and anomalies. It can record infor-
mation for several weeks.  
 New anomalies. With this record it shows the 

anomalies that have taken place since the last visuali-
zation. 
 Record of the last 15 days, where you can see 

the starts of every program, the filter cleanings that 
have taken place, the integration of the solar radiation 
and the room temperature. It will also show, for every 
sector, the irrigating units which have been carried 
out, the applied measures of EC and pH and the ferti-
lizer units. As well as, for every tray, the average of 
drainage applied during the day and the mean propor-
tional of pH and EC. 
 
 
 

 Sensors, with a graphic record of the recordings 
spanning the last 24 hours of the conductivity (EC), 
acidity (pH), radiation, relative humidity, start (6), air 
temperature and water sensors. In the case of the EC 
and pH sensors, detailed recordings of the last 10 
minutes are also available. 

 

ALARMS 
It can generate alarms for more than 20 different 

conditions, activating one of the three alarm outputs , 
recording the anomaly and sending a warning by SMS 
message. 
 

VISUALIZATION 
Graphic lightened screen of 240 x 128 pixels (16 

lines of 40 characters), contrast adjustment by key-
board. Membrane keyboard with 24 keys and pulsing 
acoustic warning device. “STOP” key. 

 

WATER MIXING 
Optionally, it allows the mixing of two waters of 

different salinity, with an independent resulting con-
ductivity in every one of the irrigation programs. 

 

MANAGEMENT THROUGH A PC 
The Agrónic 7000 can be connected to up to 

three different users, each one with its own PC and 
own Agrónic PC application. Through this application 
you can configure the Agrónics, modify the programs, 
review the history and totals, see sensors’ graphics, 
etc. 

The link between the Agrónic and the PC can be 
done by direct cable, telephone or online. 
 

SMS MESSAGES 
Optionally, connected to a GSM / GPRS modem, 

it can send “SMS messages” to a mobile telephone, 
with alarms and incidences and periodical messages 
of pre-established values. From the mobile phone you 
can send commands to start or stop a program, put in 
"Stop", etc. 
 

EXTERNAL MODULES  
Capability of linking different external modules of 

various types to enlarge the inputs and outputs: 
 

 Expansion modules (except for equipment at 12 
V): Up to 16 modules in which the communication 
and feed are performed by the 24 Vac line with a 
bifilar cable, with two different types: 

 Type 1: With 5 relay outputs and 2 digitals 
inputs. 

 Type 3: With 5 relay outputs, 2 digital inputs 
plus 2 analog inputs for sensor of pH, EC, 
level, drainage, etc. (it can be 4 if the digital 
inputs are invalidated). 

 Agrónic Monocable 120: Up to 120 modules with 
2, 5 or 8 outputs for latch solenoids, 4, 7 or 10 dig-
ital inputs and 1 analog input in each one. 
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 Agrónic Radio 868-16: Up to 64 modules with 4, 
10 or 16 outputs for latch solenoids, 4, 10 or 16 
digital inputs and 2 analog inputs in each one. 

 Agrónic Radio 2.4: Up to 120 modules with 4, 10 
or 16 outputs for latch solenoids, 4, 10 or 16 digi-
tal inputs and 2 analog inputs in each one. 

 Agrónic Radio 433: Up to 60 modules with 4, 10 or 
16 outputs for latch solenoids, 4, 10 or 16 digital 
inputs and 2 analog inputs in each one. 
 

MODELS AND OPTIONS 
 The unit can be ordered for 230v, 115v, 230/115v, 

12v or two voltages for electric generator. 
 Extensions of 16 relay outputs. 
 Extensions of 16 digital inputs. 
 Option of 12 analog outputs 0-10 V. 
 Option of mixing of 2 waters. 
 Option of messages to GSM. 

 Option Agrónic PC software. 
 Option of water pressure regulation. 
 Option Agrónic Radio. 
 Option Agrónic Monocable. 
 Expansion modules by cable controlling the 

drainage (except for 12 V). 
 Expansion modules by cable with sensors (ex-

cept for 12 V). 
 
WARRANTY 

The Agrónic 7000 controller meets all the norms 
set by the CE. 

The products created by PROGRÉS enjoy a two-
year warranty against all manufacturing defects. 

Compensation for direct or indirect damage 
caused by the use of the equipment is excluded from 
the warranty. 

 
 

 
 

http://www.progres.es/htmls/products/en/irrigation-telemanagement/fact_sheet/agronic-monocable.html
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3. DIMENSIONS 
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4. INSTALLATION 

4.1. PLACING THE UNIT 

Place the unit at the right position and height. 
 

Avoid direct sun exposure, humidity, dust and 
vibrations. Avoid proximity to any source of 
interference which could affect the correct working of 
the unit. 

 

The A-7000 is made up of two pieces, the “base 
unit” and the “frontal unit”. 

 

The base unit has to be placed inside the box or 
desk, in such a way that, the connection of the sensor 
inputs, the sensor feeding, the link to the keyboard 
and the cables to the extension of relay outputs, have 
their cables in the best emplacement, so that they do 
not receive interferences from power elements which 
might be inside the box. 

 

All the connection terminals of the A-7000 can be 
switched which allows a fast maintenance. 

 

It is advisable to link the cables to the terminals 
with connection terminals, which are supplied with the 
unit. 

The base unit is held at the bottom of the 
wardrobe or desk by means of 4 holes which are 
placed at the corners, according to the measures in 
the sector DIMENSIONS.  

 

The wardrobe must have a double isolation of the 
operator in relationship to the net feeding circuit.  

 

In the “built-in model”, a hole is to be done in the 
frontal part of the wall or desk, according to the 
measures in the sector DIMENSIONS. It will be held 
with the screws at the corners, using the four pieces 
provided with the unit. 

 

 
 

The frontal unit is to be cleaned with a slightly wet 
piece of cloth. 

 

 

4.2. FRONTAL UNIT TO BASE UNIT LINK 

The frontal unit is made up of the keyboard, 
screen and main control board. It is linked to the base 
unit by two cables, one for the feeding and the other 
one for the data. They are 90 cm. long and can be 
disconnected by the extreme of the frontal unit. 

 

 
 
It is important to take into account the following 

details: 
 

- Be careful with the emplacement of the cables, 
they must not be laid near power elements, in 
order to avoid interferences. 

 

- Do not connect the unit to the net if the link of 
the two units with their cables has not been 
done and the connectors fixed with the screw 
fixers. 
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4.3. CONNECTION OF UNITS AT 220 Vac 

The unit has to be installed following the 
prevailing regulations for electrical installations. The 
unit will not be completely protected if it is not used 
according to the information given in the manual.  

There is also a protection box for all the terminals, 
in case there is a high risk of electrical sparks from 
storms entering the cables. 

4.3.1. Power connection 

Before connecting the unit, it is necessary to 
check its identification label where the characteristics 
of the power feeding are to be found. The standard 
feeding is at 230 Vac, being possible at 115 Vac but it 
is necessary to ask Progrés about it. 

 
 
Connect the phase and the neutral of the feeding 

to the terminals marked as “N” and “F”. 
A 6 amp magneto-thermic switch is to be 

included in the installation. It will be used as a 
disconnection device and it has to be placed near the 
unit at an accessible place for the user.  

It is recommendable to do this as directly as 
possible, avoiding that the same cable supplies other 
sectors. Use cable of the H05VV-F type, 1mm2. 

The mains input is protected by a fuse, marked 
as General Fuse, and a varistor. The varistor might 
short-circuit the fuse automatically, on detecting an 
overload on the line (lightning, etc.). Replace it with 
one of the same characteristics. 

For unstable or fluctuating voltages use grid 
stabilizers. 

4.3.2. Input connection 

There are two different types of inputs in the base 
unit: analog ones, to connect different types of 
sensors (mS, pH, W/m2, °C, etc.) and digital ones, for 
elements which work by electric contact (pressure 
gauges, meters, levels, etc.). All inputs are optically 
isolated from the internal circuitry. 

 

A. ANALOG INPUT CONNECTION 
 

It is possible to connect 16 different sensors. The 
terminals marked as “Sensor inputs” are used. For 
their power supply, the terminals marked as “Sensor 
power” are used. 

The sensor signals are of high level and, for this 
reason, sensitive to electro-magnetic interferences. It 

is necessary to install screened cable and place it far 
away from the power of the installation. 

It is important not to 
connect or disconnect 
sensors when the unit is 
connected to the power 
supply. 

The maximum level 
of voltage allowed at the 
inputs is from -5 to +5 
volts; for sensors 
connected to the mains 
the limit value is 20 mA: 
the internal components 
can be damaged if these 
limits are exceeded. 

The value applied at 
the inputs must have as 
common the “0V.” of the 

power supply terminals of the sensors. 
The inputs have already been configured in the 

factory, with the levels of voltage or current 
established in this chart. If anyone has been 
configured different from the standard, this must be 
written down in the right box of this chart when the 
unit is delivered. 
 

Input Standard mV Voltage Modified 
1 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

2 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

3 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

4 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

5 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

6 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

7 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

8 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

9 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

10 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

11 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

12 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

13 0 - 5 V 0 - 5000   

14 0 - 5 V 0 - 5000  

15 1 mA   

16 1 mA   
 

One of the 53 possible sensor reading functions 
can be assigned to every one of the inputs in the 
sector of “Parameters - Sensor inputs”. 
 

B. DIGITAL INPUT CONNECTION 
 

Sixteen digital inputs can be connected to the 
unit base. This number can optionally be increased to 
32. 
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The connection of the different elements 
(pressure gauges, levels, meters, etc.) is done by 
connecting one contact pole to the corresponding 
input and the other pole to the 24 Vac “COMMON”. 

The contacts must be free of tension and 
normally open (except at the intrusion alarm, where it 
has to be normally closed). 

One of the 47 possible functions can be assigned 
to every one of the inputs in the sector “Parameters - 
Digital inputs”. 

4.3.3. Outputs connection 

All outputs are ready to work at 24 Vac (it is very 
important not to feed the unit with voltage above to 
30V). 

The unit must have a 230/24 external transformer 
with double isolation according to the UNE EN61010 
norm (or one of 115/24 in installations at 115 Vac). Its 
230V input will be connected to the output of the 
magnetothermic switch which protects the Agrónic 
7000. The 24Vac output is connected to the terminals 

marked with this feeding volt-
age, entering a pole of the out-
put of the transformer into one 
of the terminals marked as 
“COMMON”, and the other pole 
into one of the terminals marked 
as “PHASE”. 

Connect the solenoids, re-
lays, etc. between the common 
output “COMMON” and the 
corresponding output. 

Do not exceed the maxi-
mum power by output of 1 Amp 
and the general of 6.3 Amp. If 
this happens insert external 
relays. 

The “output fuse” protects 
from overloads and short-
circuits; to replace it half turn the 
cover of the fuses box and re-
place it by another one of similar 
characteristics. 

The “AUX” terminal corres-
ponds to the “PHASE” of the 24 
Vac which goes through the 
fuse. It will be useful to connect 
auxiliary elements of manual 
command and extensions of 
relays. 

The outputs are isolated 
from the internal circuitry by 
relays and protected by a varis-
tor at every one of them, plus a 
general gas discharger in the 
lines of 24 Vac. 

 

In the “base unit”, there are 40 outputs plus 10 
special ones for the injection of fertilizers and acids. It 
is possible to extend the outputs in 5 modules of 16 
outputs, to be placed by the “base unit” and at a dis-

tance, with Agrónic Radio and Monocable modules, 
and expansion modules. The maximum number of 
sectors to be controlled by the Agrónic 7000 is 200. 

Every output can be assigned to an irrigation sec-
tor (one or more electrovalves) or to a general output 
(pumps, filters, mixers, etc.). To do so, go to the sec-
tors of “Parameters - Sectors” or “Parameters - Gen-
eral Outputs".  

The outputs labeled as “Fertilizers” and “Acid/ 
Base” corresponds to the connections of the injection 
electrovalves of chemical products. To do so, connect 
a pole of the coil to the corresponding output and the 
other one to the “COMMON” terminals of 24 Vac. 

These “Fertilizers” and “Acid/Base” outputs are 
commuted by relays of “solid state” in order to bear 
the high frequency of 
working applied to the 
injection electrovalves. It 
is not advisable to install 
intermediate relays be-
tween these outputs and 
the electrovalves. The 
connection of the elec-
trovalve coil is done by 
connecting a pole to the 
corresponding output 
and the other pole in the 
“COMMON” terminals of 
24 Vac. 

If using fertilizers by units, these should be con-
nected to the corresponding fertilizer auxiliaries. 

In the “Parameters - Fertilizers” sector you can 
configure the application of two different acids or one 
acid and one base, as well as the number of fertilizers 
which will be applied by pulses to regulate by EC and 
how many will be applied by time or volume units. 

 

Example of connection: 
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4.4. CONNECTION OF UNITS AT 12 Vdc 

The unit has to be installed following the 
prevailing regulations for electrical installations. The 
unit will not be completely protected if it is not used 
according to the information given in the manual.  

There is also a protection box for all the terminals, 
in case there is a high risk of electrical sparks from 
storms entering the cables. 

4.4.1. Power connection 

Before connecting the unit, it is necessary to 
check its identification label where the characteristics 
of the power feeding are to be found. The power 
supply is at 12 Vdc. Connect the positive and negative 
poles on the battery to the positive (+) and negative (-
) terminals marked as “+12 Vdc”. 

 

 
 

A 6 amp magneto-thermic switch is to be 
included in the installation. It will be used as a 
disconnection device and it has to be placed near the 
unit at an accessible place for the user.  

It is recommendable to do this as directly as 
possible, avoiding that the same cable supplies other 
sectors. Use cable of the H05VV-F type, 1mm2. 

The mains input is protected by a fuse, marked 
as General Fuse and a varistor. The varistor might 
short-circuit the fuse automatically, on detecting an 
overload on the line (lightning, etc.). Replace it with 
one of the same characteristics. 

For unstable or fluctuating voltages use grid 
stabilizers. 

4.4.2. Input connection 

There are two different types of inputs in the base 
unit: analog ones, to connect different types of 
sensors (mS, pH, W/m2, °C, etc.) and digital ones, for 
elements which work by electric contact (pressure 
gauges, meters, levels, etc.). All inputs are optically 
isolated from the internal circuitry. 

 

A. ANALOG INPUT CONNECTION 
 

It is possible to connect 16 different sensors. The 
terminals marked as “Sensor inputs” are used. For 
their power supply, the terminals marked as “Sensor 
power” are used. 

The sensor signals are of high level and, for this 
reason, sensitive to electro-magnetic interferences. It 
is necessary to install screened cable and place it far 
away from the power of the installation. 

 

It is important not to connect or disconnect 
sensors when the unit is connected to the power 
supply. 

 

The maximum level 
of voltage allowed at the 
inputs is from -5 to +5 
volts; for sensors 
connected to the mains 
the limit value is 20 mA: 
the internal components 
can be damaged if these 
limits are exceeded. 

 

The value applied at 
the inputs must have as 
common the “0V.” of the 
power supply terminals 
of the sensors. 

 

The inputs have 
already been configured in the factory, with the levels 
of voltage or current established in this chart. If 
anyone has been configured different from the 
standard, this must be written down in the right box of 
this chart when the unit is delivered. 
 

Input Standard mV Voltage Modified 
1 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

2 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

3 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

4 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

5 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

6 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

7 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

8 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

9 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

10 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

11 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

12 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

13 0 - 5 V 0 - 5000   

14 0 - 5 V 0 - 5000  

15 1 mA   

16 1 mA   
 

One of the 53 possible sensor reading functions 
can be assigned to every one of the inputs in the 
sector of “Parameters - Sensor inputs”. 
 

B. DIGITAL INPUT CONNECTION 
 

Sixteen digital inputs can be connected to the 
unit base. This number can optionally be increased to 
32. 
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The connection of the different elements 
(pressure gauges, levels, meters, etc.) is done by 
connecting one contact pole to the corresponding 
input and the other pole to the “NEGATIVE –“ of 
battery. 

The contacts must be free of tension and 
normally open (except at the intrusion alarm, where it 
has to be normally closed). 

One of the 47 possible functions can be assigned 
to every one of the inputs in the sector “Parameters - 
Digital inputs”. 

4.4.3. Outputs connection 

All outputs are ready to work at 12 Vdc (it is very 
important not to feed the unit with voltage above to 
30V). 

 

Connect the solenoids, relays, etc. between the 
common output “COMMON”, or the positive of bat-
tery, and the corresponding output. 

 

Do not exceed the maximum 
power by output of 1 Amp and 
the general of 6.3 Amp. If this 
happens insert external relays. 

 

The “output fuse” protects 
from overloads and short-
circuits; to replace it half turn the 
cover of the fuses box and re-
place it by another one of similar 
characteristics. 

 

The “AUX” terminal corre-
sponds to the “Negative” of the 
12 Vdc which goes through the 
fuse. It will be useful to connect 
auxiliary elements of manual 
command and extensions of 
relays. 

 

The outputs are isolated 
from the internal circuitry by re-
lays and protected by a varistor 
at everyone of them, plus a gen-
eral gas discharger in the lines of 
12 Vdc. 

 

In the “base unit”, there are 
40 outputs plus 10 special ones 
for the injection of fertilizers and 
acids. It is possible to extend the 
outputs in 5 modules of 16 out-
puts, to be placed by the “base 
unit” and at a distance, with 
Agrónic Radio and Monocable 
modules, and expansion mod-

ules. The maximum number of sectors to be con-
trolled by the Agrónic 7000 is 200. 

 

Every output can be assigned to an irrigation sec-
tor (one or more electrovalves) or to a general output 
(pumps, filters, mixers, etc.). To do so, go to the sec-

tors of “Parameters - Sectors” or “Parameters - Gen-
eral Outputs".  

 

The outputs labeled as “Fertilizers” and “Acid/ 
Base” corresponds to the connections of the injection 
electrovalves of chemical products. To do so, connect 
a pole of the coil to the corresponding output and the 
other one to the “COMMON” o positive of battery 

These “Fertilizers” and “Acid/Base” outputs are 
commuted by relays of “solid state” in order to bear 
the high frequency of 
working applied to the 
injection electrovalves. It 
is not advisable to install 
intermediate relays be-
tween these outputs and 
the electrovalves. The 
connection of the elec-
trovalve coil is done by 
connecting a pole to the 
corresponding output and 
the other pole in the 
“COMMON” terminals of 
12 Vdc. 

 

If using fertilizers by units, these should be con-
nected to the corresponding fertilizer auxiliaries. 

 

In the “Parameters - Fertilizers” sector you can 
configure the application of two different acids or one 
acid and one base, as well as the number of fertilizers 
which will be applied by pulses to regulate by EC and 
how many will be applied by time or volume units. 

 

Example of connection: 
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4.5. CONNECTION OF UNITS AT DOUBLE 
VOLTAGE 

The unit has to be installed following the 
prevailing regulations for electrical installations. The 
unit will not be completely protected if it is not used 
according to the information given in the manual.  

There is also a protection box for all the terminals, 
in case there is a high risk of electrical sparks from 
storms entering the cables. 

4.5.1. Power connection 

Before connecting the unit, it is necessary to 
check its identification label where the characteristics 
of the power feeding are to be found. 

The power supply is at 12 Vdc. Connect the 
positive and negative poles on the battery to the 
positive (+) and negative (-) terminals marked as 
“+12 Vdc”. 

 
 

A 6 amp magneto-thermic switch is to be 
included in the installation. It will be used as a 
disconnection device and it has to be placed near the 
unit at an accessible place for the user. 

It is recommendable to do this as directly as 
possible, avoiding that the same cable supplies other 
sectors. Use cable of the H05VV-F type, 1mm2. 

The mains input is protected by a fuse, marked 
as General Fuse and a varistor. The varistor might 
short-circuit the fuse automatically, on detecting an 
overload on the line (lightning, etc.). Replace it with 
one of the same characteristics. 

For unstable or fluctuating voltages use grid 
stabilizers. 

4.5.2. Input connection 

There are two different types of inputs in the base 
unit: analog ones, to connect different types of 
sensors (mS, pH, W/m2, °C, etc.) and digital ones, for 
elements which work by electric contact (pressure 
gauges, meters, levels, etc.). All inputs are optically 
isolated from the internal circuitry. 

A. ANALOG INPUT CONNECTION 

It is possible to connect 16 different sensors. The 
terminals marked as “Sensor inputs” are used. For 
their power supply, the terminals marked as “Sensor 
power” are used. 

The sensor signals are of high level and, for this 
reason, sensitive to electro-magnetic interferences. It 
is necessary to install screened cable and place it far 
away from the power of the installation. 

 

 

It is important not to connect or disconnect 
sensors when the unit is connected to the power 
supply. 

The maximum level of 
voltage allowed at the 
inputs is from -5 to +5 
volts; for sensors 
connected to the mains 
the limit value is 20 mA: 
the internal components 
can be damaged if these 
limits are exceeded. 

The value applied at 
the inputs must have as 
common the “0V.” of the 
power supply terminals of 
the sensors. 

The inputs have 
already been configured in 

the factory, with the levels of voltage or current 
established in this chart. If anyone has been 
configured different from the standard, this must be 
written down in the right box of this chart when the 
unit is delivered. 
 

Input Standard mV Voltage Modified 

1 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

2 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

3 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

4 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

5 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

6 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

7 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

8 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

9 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

10 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

11 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

12 4 - 20 mA 800 - 4000   

13 0 - 5 V 0 - 5000   

14 0 - 5 V 0 - 5000  

15 1 mA   

16 1 mA   
 

One of the 53 possible sensor reading functions 
can be assigned to every one of the inputs in the 
sector of “Parameters - Sensor inputs”. 

B. DIGITAL INPUT CONNECTION 

Sixteen digital inputs can be connected to the 
unit base. This number can optionally be increased to 
32. 
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The connection of the different elements 
(pressure gauges, levels, meters, etc.) is done by 
connecting one contact pole to the corresponding 
input and the other pole to the “NEGATIVE –“ of the 
battery. 

The contacts must be free of tension and 
normally open (except at the intrusion alarm, where it 
has to be normally closed). 

One of the 47 possible functions can be assigned 
to every one of the inputs in the sector “Parameters - 
Digital inputs”. 

4.5.3. Outputs connection 

All outputs are prepared to work 24 Vac (it is very 
important not to feed with higher voltages to 30 V), 
except Output 40 (assigned to General 1) which is a 
12 Vdc (in common with the battery’s negative) to 
send the start command to the control unit of the gen-
erator. 

Connect the solenoids, relays, etc. between the 
common output “COMMON” and the corresponding 
output. 

Do not exceed the maximum power by output of 
1 Amp and the general of 6.3 Amp. If this happens 
insert external relays. 

The “output fuse” protects from overloads and 
short-circuits; to replace it half turn the cover of the 
fuses box and replace it by another one of similar 
characteristics. 

The “AUX” terminal corre-
sponds to the phase of the 24 
Vac which goes through the fuse. 
It will be useful to connect auxilia-
ry elements of manual command 
and extensions of relays. 

The outputs are isolated from 
the internal circuitry by relays and 
protected by a varistor at every 
one of them, plus a general gas 
discharger in the lines of 24 Vac. 

In the “base unit”, there are 
40 outputs plus 10 special ones 
for the injection of fertilizers and 
acids. It is possible to extend the 
outputs in 5 modules of 16 out-
puts, to be placed by the “base 
unit” and at a distance, with 
Agrónic Radio and Monocable 
modules, and expansion mod-
ules. The maximum number of 
sectors to be controlled by the 
Agrónic 7000 is 200. 

Every output can be as-
signed to an irrigation sector (one 
or more electrovalves) or to a 
general output (pumps, filters, 
mixers, etc.). To do so, go to the 
sectors of “Parameters - Sectors” 
or “Parameters - General Out-
puts".  

The outputs labeled as “Fertilizers” and “Acid/ 
Base” corresponds to the connections of the injection 
electrovalves of chemical products. To do so, connect 
a pole of the coil to the corresponding output and the 
other one to the “COMMON” terminals of 24 Vac. 

These “Fertilizers” 
and “Acid/Base” outputs 
are commuted by relays 
of “solid state” in order 
to bear the high frequen-
cy of working applied to 
the injection elec-
trovalves. It is not advis-
able to install intermedi-
ate relays between these 
outputs and the elec-
trovalves. The connec-
tion of the electrovalve 
coil is done by connect-
ing a pole to the corresponding output and the other 
pole in the “COMMON” terminals of 24 Vac. 

If using fertilizers by units, these should be con-
nected to the corresponding fertilizer auxiliaries. 

In the “Parameters - Fertilizers” sector you can 
configure the application of two different acids or one 
acid and one base, as well as the number of fertilizers 
which will be applied by pulses to regulate by EC and 
how many will be applied by time or volume units. 

 

Example of connection: 
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4.6. EARTH TERMINAL CONNECTION 

The base unit has a terminal screw to connect the 
protection earth terminal. A pressed terminal will be 
applied to the cable when joining it to the screw. 

The box terminal marked as:    is internally 
connected to the metallic wrapping. 

Both the earth 
and the box terminals 
are used to screen 
the circuitry, for this 
reason, it is very 
important that the 
earth line is correctly 
installed and free of 
electric noise. It is 
also used to protect 
the unit by directing 
all electrical sparks produced by the internal gas 
discharger to the earth. These sparks can come in 
through the output cables when lightning strikes 
during a storm. 

 

4.7. EXTENSIONS 

On installing extensions in the Agrónic 7000, pro-
tecting measures have to be taken in order not to 
damage the circuits. It is very important to disconnect 
any connection to the mains to avoid electro-shock. 

For the extension of cards of digital inputs and 
analog outputs 0-10 V, it is necessary to switch off all 
the connectors, just leaving the feeding cable of the 
frontal unit. Next, unscrew the 8 self-screwing screws 
from the side and the 8 from the upper part. Remove 
the two small covers and then the big cover with the 
transformer. 

Emplacement detail in the insertion of the cards 
of the base unit: 

 

 
 

4.7.1. Digital input extension 

On installing the card, the digital inputs increase 
in 16, all of them having optical isolation. The input 
connection is done following the instructions given in 
the input connection sector [4.3.3.]. Place the card 
using the screws provided with the unit. 

4.7.2. Analog outputs 0-10 V 

Place the card using the screws provided with the 
unit and place the cable with the connector at the 
base, as the picture above shows. 

The card output is done with a connector of 15 
pins (Sub-D) and a multi-wire cable which is supplied 
with the option.  

The outputs provide a continuous tension of 0 to 
10 volts, depending on the % of injection or pump 
regulation. The maximum charge applicable is 10 
milliwatts and it is very important to shield the cables 
towards the element to be governed (frequency varia-
tor, injector, etc.). 

The outputs have the same common as the ter-
minal of “0 V” of feeding of the sensors.  
 

Distribution of outputs at connector and cable: 
 

Function 
Pin at 

connector 
Cable color 

Fertilizer 1 1 White 

Fertilizer 2 2 Yellow 

Fertilizer 3 3 Green 

Fertilizer 4 4 Brown 

Fertilizer 5 5 Blue 

Fertilizer 6 6 Red 

Fertilizer 7 7 Black 

Fertilizer 8 8 Violet 

Acid 1  9 Grey 

Acid 2 / Base 10 Rose 

Fertilizer general 11 Grey/Rose 

Irrigation general 1 12 Yellow/Brown 

COMMON 13 Rose/Blue and 
Brown/Green 

COMMON 14 White/Green 

COMMON 15 White/Yellow 

 
 

4.7.3. Relay output extension 
 

The cards are supplied with the circuit placed in a 
holding frame to place the holding guides of the elec-
trical material. There are also two cables to do the 
connection with the base unit if it is the first card and 
the other ones are connected to the previous one. In 
the circuit, there is an input arrow on the connectors 
whose cables come from the inside, and an output 
arrow on the ones that go to the next circuit. 
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The cards have to be placed near the base unit, 
avoiding power cables and elements which generate 
interferences (power points, frequency variators, etc.).  

The left terminal corresponds to the first relay and 
the remaining ones are correlative up to sixteen. The 
terminal 17 has to be connected to “Common of 24 

V.”, and the terminal 18 to the “AUX of 24 V.”. 
The elements to be connected to the outputs of 

the extensions have to be installed with one pole to 
the corresponding output and the other one to the 
“Common of 24 V.”. 

 
 

4.8. INPUT AND OUTPUT CODIFICATION 
 

Both the analog and digital inputs, as well as outputs are coded with a 8-digit number that indicates their 
physical location. Following are found tables to aid in their configuration. 
 

Outputs: 
 

Device Output 

00: Base 0 00001 a 00040 (up to 0120 with extensions of the base) 

  Module Output 

01: Expansion modules 0 001 to 016 01 to 05 

07: Agrónic Monocable 120 modules 1 001 to 120 01 to 08 

08: Agrónic Radio 868-16 modules 1 001 to 064 01 to 16 

09: Agrónic Radio 2.4 modules 1 001 to 120 01 to 16 

10: Agrónic Radio 433 modules 1 001 to 060 01 to 16 
 

Examples: 
00000001: output 1 of the base 
01000103: output 3 of the Expansion module 1 (ME1) 
08100302: output 2 of the Agrónic Radio 868-16  Agrónic Radio module 3 (MAR03) 
07101201: output 1 of the Agrónic Monocable 120  Agrónic Monocable module 12 (MAM012) 

 

Digital inputs: 
 

Device  Module Input 

00: Base 0 000 01 to 12 

01: Expansion modules 0 001 to 016 01 to 02 

07: Agrónic Monocable 120 modules 1 001 to 120 01 to 10 

08: Agrónic Radio 868-16 modules 1 001 to 064 01 to 16 

09: Agrónic Radio 2.4 modules 1 001 to 120 01 to 16 

10: Agrónic Radio 433 modules 1 001 to 060 01 to 16 
 

Examples: 
00000008: digital input 8 of the base 
01000402: digital input 2 of the Expansion module 4 (ME4) 
08101502: digital input 2 of the Agrónic Radio 868-16  Agrónic Radio module 15 (MAR15) 
07109007: digital input 7 of the Agrónic Monocable 120  Agrónic Monocable module 90 (MAM90) 

 

Analog inputs: 
 

Device  Module Input 

00: Base 0 000 01 to 16 

01: Expansion modules 0 001 to 016 01 to 04 

07: Agrónic Monocable 120 modules 1 001 to 120 01 

08: Agrónic Radio 868-16 modules 1 001 to 064 01 to 02 

09: Agrónic Radio 2.4 modules 1 001 to 120 01 to 02 

10: Agrónic Radio 433 modules 1 001 to 060 01 to 02 
 

Examples: 
00000003: analog input 3 of the base 
01001601: analog input 1 of the Expansion module 16 (ME16) 
07101001: analog input 1 of the Agrónic Radio 868-16  Agrónic Radio module 10 (MAR10) 
08101202: analog input 2 of the Agrónic Monocable 120  Agrónic Monocable module 12 (MAM12) 

 

joan
Cuadro de texto
32
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4.9. CONFIGURATION OF INSTALLER 

In this section, modifications will be made of the 
following relation according to technical requirements. 

 

***  installer configuration *** 

1. Activate options 

2. Erasure 

3. Events 

4. Drainage 

5. Fertilization 

6. Sensors 

7. Language 

8. Adjustments h/w - test 
 

 Activate options: 
o Sending and receipt of SMS messages. 
o Water mixing. 
o Pressure regulation. 
o Link to PC. 
o Link Radio. 
o Link Monocable. 

 

 Erasure: 
o Deleting everything. 
o Deleting the working record. 

 

 Events: 
 

***  installer configuration *** 

Working record 

 Event number: ................... 01 

 Record type: ...................... anomaly 

 SMS to phone 1: ................ YES 

 SMS to phone 2: ................ NO 

 Activate alarm 1: ................ YES 

 Activate alarm 2: ................ NO 

 Activate alarm 3: ................ NO 

Ev. - Ev. +   
 

Setting each of the events that Agrónic can rec-
ord. The complete list of events can be seen in section 
11.2. 

Event number: Event to be configured. 
Record type: how the event has been recorded. 

- “anomaly”: when an anomaly occurs, it is be-
ing indicated by the general consultation. It 
is shown in the section of new anomalies 
and the working record. It is being used for 
events that you want to see quickly when 
they occur. 

- “working”: It is shown in the section of the 
working record. It is being use for less im-
portant events that you don’t need to see 
quickly when they occur. 

- “internal”: cannot be seen in the Agrónic, on-
ly on the PC and are hidden from the user. 

SMS to phone 1: when the event is recorded, it 
sends an SMS to your phone 1. Same for phone 2. 
The phone numbers are configured in "Parameters- 
Communication – SMS messages". 

Activate alarm 1: when the event is recorded, the 
alarm 1 output is being activated. To stop it, please go 
to “Manual”. The outputs are configured in "Parame-
ters – General Outputs". 
 

 Drainage: 
 

***  installer configuration *** 

Drainage 

 Rain gauge as drainage detector:  NO 

 Compensate in same irrigation:     NO 

 Drained volume in liters:               NO 

    
 

o Rain gauge as an analog sensor or detector. 
o Compensation during the same watering or 

the next. 
o Drained volume in liters or milliliters. 

 

 Fertilization: 
 

***  installer configuration *** 
 

 Fertilizer meter format: 1 

     1=0000 cl, 2=000.00 cl 

  

 Count fertilizer pulses when 

 proportion ends: NO 

  

 Stop irrigation by EC 

 definitive alarm: NO 

    
 

o Choosing the fertilization meter format 
(00000 cl or 000.00 cl). 

o Allowing for the fertilizer pulses received to 
be counted at the end of a proportion (in the 
case of proportional fertilization). 

o Allowing for irrigation or just fertilization to be 
halted in the event of an unequivocal con-
ductivity alarm in fertilizer injection. 

 

 Sensors: 
 

***  installer configuration *** 
 

 Solar energy format: Wh/m2 

 Integrate after hours: NO 

 Flow detectors delay: 0090 “ 

 EC and pH sensor average: 04 

    
 

o Using radiation as a determining factor for 
the automatic modification of irrigation units, 
fertilizer or frequency within a program. This 
is possible on the basis of the integration of 
radiation since the previous watering or on 
the basis of the instant value when irrigation 
begins. The instant value is filtered to pre-
vent changes in excess of 20 W/m2 per mi-
nute. 

o Radiation integration format in Wh/m2 or in 
J/cm2. 
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o Flow detectors delay. Each sector may have 
set a flow detector connected to a digital in-
put. Here you can set how long to wait be-
fore accepting a change in the input. From 0 
to 9999 seconds. 

o EC and pH average readings: the sensors 
regulation reading shows the average for the 
last readings. Here you can set the number 

of readings used to calculate the average. 
From 0 to 20. It is used to make the readings 
more stable. It only applies to the values 
shown in the general consultation. 

 

 Language: change the language of the texts of 
Agrónic. They can be in Spanish, English, 
French, Italian and Portuguese. 

 
 

5. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Power supply 

Tension 230 Vac +5 % -10 %  CAT II 12 Vdc +10 % -5 %  CAT II 115 Vac +5 % -10 %  CAT II 

Frequency 50-60 Hz = = = 50-60 Hz 

Energy consumption Inferior to 65 VA Inferior to 48 W Inferior to 65 VA  

Fuses Input 0.8 A, class T, 250 V (slow) 4 A, class T, 250 V (slow) 0.8 A, class T, 250 V (slow) 

Output 6.3 A, class F, 250 V (fast) 6.3 A, class F, 250 V (fast) 6.3 A, class F, 250 V (fast) 

Keeping the memory which can be 
erased when there is a power cut 

Lithium Battery, at 3 V 

 

Outputs Digital Number 50, extensible to 66, 82, 98, 114, 130. 

Type By relay contact, with potential of 12 or 24 V 

Limits 30 Vac / 30 Vdc, 1 Ampere, 50-60 Hz,  CAT ll 

Analog Number 12 

Type By tension of 0 to 10 volts 
 

Inputs Digital Number 16, extensible to 32 

Type Optocouplered, work at 24 or 12 V 

Analog Number 16 

Type 4-20 mA, 0-5 V. 
 

Atmosphere Temperature 0 °C a 45 °C  
Weight 5.0 Kg 

Humidity < 85 %  

Height 2000 m     

Pollution Grade II     
 

Memory backup Clock and data Superior to 5 years. 
 
 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 

 

It follows the  89/336/CEE Guidelines for the Electromagnetic Compatibility and the 73/23/CEE Guide-
lines of Low Tension for the Fulfillment of the Product Security. The fulfillment of the following specifica-
tions was demonstrated as indicated in the Official Diary of the European Communities: 
 

Emissions EN 50081-1:94 EN 55022:1994 Class B Radiated and conducted emissions. 
 

Immunity EN 50082-1:97 EN 61000-4-2 (95) Immunity to electrostatic discharges. 

 EN 61000-4-3 (96) Immunity to the electromagnetic field of radioelectric  frequency. 
 EN 61000-4-4 (95) Immunity to fast transitional in gusts. 
 EN 61000-4-5 (95) Immunity to crash waves. 
 EN 61000-4-6 (96) Current injection. 
 EN 61000-4-11 (94) Variations to the feeding. 

 

Harmonics EN 61000-3-2 (95) Current harmonics. 
 

Fluctuations EN 61000-3-3 (95) Tension fluctuations (Flickers) 
 

Low tension guidelines: EN 61010-1 Security requirements of measurement electric units, control and 
use in laboratory. 

 

Symbols which may appear 
in the product 

 

Protection earth 
terminal 

 

Danger, risk of 
electroshock 

 

Box 
Terminal 

 

 

This symbol indicates that the electrical and electronic equipment should not be disposed of as general house-
hold waste at its end-of-life. Instead, the product should be handed over to the applicable collection point for the 
recycling of electrical and electronic equipment for proper treatment, recovery and recycling in accordance with 
your national legislation. 
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6. PARAMETERS 
 
In order to install the unit, it is necessary to enter 

in the sector of “Parameters” to adapt the unit to the 
particular necessities of every installation. Press 
“FUN” (functions) to enter and choose the function 
moving the cursor with the arrows. Then press “En-
ter”. 

 

***  function *** 

1. ERASE 

2. CURVES 

3. MANUAL 

4. PARAMETERS 

5. PROGRAMS 

6. RECORD 

7. VARIOUS 

  

 

Once in the “Parameters” sector, the following 
menu will be displayed: 

 

***  parameters  *** 

1. Tray 

2. Flow 

3. Communication 

4. Digital inputs 

5. Sensor inputs 

6. Fertilizers 

7. Filters 

8. Mixing 

9. Programs 

10. General outputs 

11. Sectors 

12. Various 

 

6.1. TRAY PARAMETERS 

The Agrónic 7000 can control 9 crop trays, where 
you can measure the level of liquid in the substratum 
bag, as well as the quantity, conductivity and acidity of 
the drained water.  

 

The compensation to adjust the drainage may be 
performed by modifying the time or volume of the 
irrigation application or by modifying the time (fre-
quency) between irrigations. To do so, choose the 
operation mode in “installer parameters”. 

 

In order to calculate the drainage, the associated 
irrigation sector and the flow of the droppers applied 
to the drainage tray have to be specified. 

 

Always keep in mind that for proper drainage, all 
sectors included in a drainage program must have the 
same physical as well as technical specifications. 

 
 
 

When the machine has been prepared to com-
pensate the drainage in relation to the previous irriga-
tion, the “Correction/error“ margin will be requested 
which serves to automatically adjust the drainage error 
performed in each of the irrigations, for this give a 
value of the % of correction that will be applied in rela-
tion to a % of error. 

The following are example values, Correction 15 
% on an error of 10 %. 

If we had a real error of 3 % between the pro-
grammed drainage and the one which has taken place 
in the previous irrigation, the correction would be: 
 
   Programmed correction X real error 
New correction = 
    Programmed error 

 

      15 %   X     -3 % 
New correction =       =   - 4.5 % 

      10 % 
 
The drainage control is done according to the fol-

lowing details: 
 Install a drainage sensor analog (6.5.), or digital 

(6.4.). 
 Configure the parameters of the tray. (6.1.) 
 Condition a program by drainage. (6.10.) 
 Mark the wanted drainage in the program. (7.) 
 Upon initiating irrigation, apply a “correction fac-

tor for drainage” to the sectors in their irrigation 
units or to the time until the next activation. The 
factor is calculated previously according to the 
drainage done in the previous irrigation. The cor-
rection value can be consulted at “Tray consulta-
tion” (13.1.) and modified, if necessary, at “man-
ual” (12.). 

 When a new irrigation starts, the drainage done is 
calculated and compared with the programmed 
one. If there is a difference, it will apply the “Cor-
rection/error” calculation on the “correction fac-
tor”. Here is an example: 

 

Programmed drainage. 
 

Drainage carried out in the 
previous irrigation (28%) 

 

Real error 
 

Stipulated correction (15%) 
  Stipulated error (10%) 

 

Modification of the correction factor 
 

+  Last correction factor (8.5) 

 
New irrigation correction factor or of the 
frequency between irrigations 

 
 

25 

-3 

-4.5 

  4 
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The new correction factor (in percentage) will 
modify the programmed irrigation or the frequency 
between activations in order to maintain the specified 
drainage in the fields. 

 

The high and low values for the EC, pH and 
drainage alarms can be specified. If the alarm control 
is not necessary, set the value at 0. 

 

The maximum and minimum times between starts 
are used to calculate or not a new drainage correction 
factor. If, when a new irrigation is started, the time that 
has gone by from the beginning of the previous one is 
superior to the minimum and inferior to the maximum, 
then, it will calculate a new correction factor. If this is 
not so, it will maintain the previous one. 

 

*** tray parameters *** 

Tray 1                     Associated sector:000 
 

Input flow:…………………….. 000.0 L/h 
Correction / error:……………. 00 % / 00% 
High drainage alarm:………… 00 % 
Low drainage alarm:.………… 00 % 
High EC alarm:……………….. 00.0 mS 
Low EC alarm:………………... 00.0 mS 
High pH alarm:……………….. 00.0 pH 
Low pH alarm:………………… 00.0 pH 
Minimum time between starts  00:00 
Maximum time between starts  00:00 
 

Tray -      Tray + 

 

On pressing “F1” (Tray -) the values of an inferior 
tray number will be displayed and on pressing “F2” 
(Tray +) a superior one. 

 

In the event of having selected in Installation Pa-
rameters the drainage compensation mode during 
irrigation, the question Correction / Error disappears 
and it is only required to enter the rest of the parame-
ters that are the same as in the previous case. In pro-
gram, if we have set up this determining factor, it will 
as us for the desired drainage volume and in Consult 
it will show us the drainage data that has been gener-
ated. 

 

Details to keep in mind when compensating dur-
ing a irrigation: 

 

- The sector must be first in the sequence of a pro-
gram. (REQUIRED) 

- When we have more than one sector in a pro-
gram working for drainage, they must have work 
units equal to or greater than the sector associat-
ed to the tray for proper drainage. 

- Do not follow one program after finalizing anoth-
er, as the drainage will not be compensated in 
the subsequent programs. 

- Don’t use post-irrigation, because it’s not possi-
ble to apply. 

- If the irrigations are performed by time, the format 
of minutes/ seconds is the most appropriate to 

make corrections, that of hours/ minutes implies 
jumps from minute to minute, too long to perform 
an adequate compensation. 

- The first irrigation after a complete erasure or af-
ter first running, drainage will not be applied giv-
en that it does not have prior references. 

- Avoid stopping the irrigation (Stop, conditional 
stop, etc.) of the sector containing the tray as it 
may affect the correct compensation of the drain-
age compensation. 

 

It may be useful perform the first and even se-
cond irrigation of the day with another program that 
does not have drainage compensation in order to 
correctly fill the crop sacks. 

 

6.2. FLOW PARAMETERS 

The following screens are used to configure the 
different values of the irrigation and fertilizer meters. 

 

The irrigation units specified in the following 
question are used to assign them when an erasure of 
irrigation programs is done. Later on, they can be 
modified in an independent way in every one of the 
programs. Units for the irrigation: “hh:mm”, “mm’ss””, 
“m3” y “liters”. 

 

If there are fertilizers which inject by time or vol-
ume units, their working units are fixed here. Units for 
the fertilizer: “hh:mm”, “mm’ss””, “liters” y “centiliters”. 

To change using keys "YES" / "NO". 
 

*** flow parameters *** 
 
 

Units:  
  
 Irrigation:  .... hh:mm 
 Fertilization: liters 
 

Pag. + 
 

Pressing the “F4” key (Page +), the values of the 
6 possible irrigation meters will be required. The rest 
of values will be required in the sector 6.4. of digital 
inputs. 

 

The flow margins of every meter are used to de-
tect possible flow anomalies, in relation to the ex-
pected flow of the sectors related with the meter which 
is irrigating in that moment. If the anomaly lasts longer 
than the time stated in the “Irregular flow delay”, the 
unit will work according to what is set at “Stop by ir-
regular flow”. With “It does not stop” it will only record 
the anomaly, with “temporary” it will also cancel, in a 
temporary way, the irrigation of the group of sectors 
which is taking place, to go to the next one; and with 
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“definitive” it will definitively stop all the irrigations of 
the controller. 

To start again after a definite stop by flow, this 
has to be cancelled from the “Function - Manual”. 

Setting the delay at 0 seconds, there is no control 
of anomalies by flow. 
 

*** flow parameters *** 

Irrigation meter 1 
 

High/low flow margin: 00 % / 00 % 
 
Stop by irregular flow: no stop 
 
Irregular flow delay: 000” 

 

Pag. -       Pag. + 
 

Once the values of the irrigation meters are en-
tered, the seconds of delay by error in the fertilizer 
meters are asked with the "F4” (Page +) key. If having 
a fertilization order, impulses are not received from the 
meter during a superior time to the marked one, an 
anomaly will take place, the alarm will activate and the 
injection by EC will stop. 

The “Anomaly error margin” and “Stop error 
margin” are used to control the proportionality be-
tween the fertilizers which inject by conductivity (EC). 
If there is a deviation superior to the programmed one, 
an anomaly will be recorded plus a definitive stop of 
the injection by EC in the second case. When this 
abnormality or a stoppage occurs, these will not enter 
until the program that is running finishes. It is neces-
sary to inject for at least 3 minutes and a minimum of 
1 liter of fertilizer in order to carry out the control. 

Setting a value at 0, the corresponding control 
will not take place. 
 

*** flow parameters *** 

Fertilizer meter error delay: 
Meter 1: 000”                Meter 5: 000” 
Meter 2: 000”                Meter 6: 000” 
Meter 3: 000”                Meter 7: 000” 
Meter 4: 000”                Meter 8: 000” 

 
Anomaly error margin:      00 % 
Stop error margin:………  00 % 
 

                             Pag. -        

 
 
 
 
 

6.3. COMMUNICATION PARAMETERS 
 

In this section it configures communication of the 
Agrónic with PC, GPRS modem and external modules. 

 

***  communication parameters  *** 

1. Link to a PC 

2. SMS messages 

3. GPRS modem 

4. PSEP protocol 

5. ModBus 

6. Expansion modules 

7. Agrónic Monocable 120 

8. Agrónic Radio 868-16 

9. Agrónic Radio 2.4 

10. Agrónic Radio 433 
 

 

6.3.1. Link to PC 

The Agrónic 7000 can be connected up to three 
different users. Each user will have its own PC with the 
Agrónic PC application. 

 

***  communication parameters  *** 

1. User 1 

2. User 2 

3. User 3 
 

The link with the PC should be configured for 
each user. 

 

***  communication parameters  *** 

Link to PC 

 Type of communication: no connection 

 Access level: total 

 Disconnection delay: 300” 

  

  
 

Type of communication: how you are going to con-
nect the PC. Use the “YES”/”NO” buttons to modify it. 

- “no connection”: communication has not been 
configured. It will not communicate. 

- “cable”: the communication by the Agrónic se-
rial port. 

- “GSM modem”: the communication is done by 
phone call. The Agrónic must have a GSM or 
GPRS modem installed. 

- “GPRS Socket”: the communication is done 
online. The Agrónic must have internal GPRS 
modem installed. 
 

Access level: helps to configure what level of access 
each user will have to access the Agrónic PC applica-
tion. 

- “total”: It lets you view the consultations and 
modify programs and parameters. 
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- “programs”: It lets you view the consultations 
and modify programs. You cannot modify pa-
rameters. 

- ”consultation”: It lets you view the consultations, 
but you cannot make any modification. 
 

Disconnection delay: time without receiving data from 
the PC to turn into “No communication” and record a 
miscommunication with the PC. From 0 to 999. 
 

If the communication type is “cable”: 
 

***  communication parameters  *** 

Link to PC 

 Type of communication: Cable 

 Access level: total 

 Disconnection delay: 300” 

 Serial port: 1.RS232 

  

 
Serial Port: Agrónic port which connects to the PC. 0. 
None, 1. RS 232, 2. RS485. Use the “YES”/”NO” but-
tons to modify it. 
 

If the communication type is “GPRS Socket”: 
 

***  communication parameters  *** 

Link to PC 

 Type of communication: GPRS socket 

 Access level: total 

 Disconnection delay: 000” 

 TCP port: 02332 

 IP address: 000.000.000.000 

 DNS name: agronic.noname.org 

  

 
TCP port: TCP port where to connect and install the 
Agrónic PC application. By default is 2332. 
IP: IP address of the PC which is connected to the 
Agrónic PC application. The IP should be set. 
DNS name: You can use a conversion application to 
name the IP if it is variable. If that’s the case, the name 
is placed here. If the name is used, the IP should be 
set to 0. 

 

To enter the text, first press the right arrow and 
then the up and down to change the letter. Use NO to 
delete any entry. To switch between numbers, letters 
and symbols press “1” for uppercase, “2” for lower 
case, “3” for numbers and “4” for symbols. 

 
 

6.3.2. SMS messages 

Configuration of the sending and receipt of SMS 
messages. The format and content of SMS messages 
are explained in section 14. 

 
 

***  communication parameters  *** 

SMS messages 

 Activate  ........................ YES 

 Assigned telephone 1:  34666555444 

 Assigned telephone 2: 

 Daily SMS limit: ............. 20 

 Report 1 at:  .................. 00:00 

 Report 2 at:  .................. 00:00 

  

 

Activate: YES/NO. With “YES” the Agrónic will send 
SMS when necessary. With “NO” the Agrónic will not 
send or receive SMS. 

The Agrónic can send SMS for any of the record-
ed events. You can send the SMS to three different 
phones. It will send the same text as in the record to 
the mobile phones 1 and 2. It is also where the reports 
are being sent. 
Daily SMS limit: SMS limit the Agrónic can send a day 
(from 0 to 99). If this limit is exceeded, the Agrónic 
makes a record and waits until the next day to contin-
ue sending them or by a manual reset in "Parameters -
Communications – SMS messages". 
Reports: You can submit two reports per day at the 
indicated time. It will not be sent if you leave it as 0. 
The reports show how many times each program has 
been activated this day. 
 
 

6.3.3. GPRS modem 

Set up the internet connection of the GPRS mo-
dem. It is used to communicate with the PC. 
 

***  communication parameters  *** 

GPRS modem 

 APN automatic: YES 

 APN: movistar.es 

 User: movistar 

 Password: movistar 

  

 

APN Automatic: APNs are used to connect to the In-
ternet and may vary from one operator to another. 

- “yes”: the Agrónic looks for the appropriate 
APNs depending on the operator. In the event 
that the operator of the SIM card is not in your 
list, it will configure it to Movistar. You can 
change the APN settings manually if they are 
not correct. 

- “no”: APN values must be entered manually. 
 

APN, APN user and APN password: the values of the-
se fields may vary depending on the SIM Company. 
You should check with your operator to enter the cor-
rect ones. If the values are not correct, you won’t have 
GPRS connection with the Agrónic PC. 
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6.3.4. Protocol PSEP 

PSEP is the protocol used to communicate with 
the PC. 
 

***  communication parameters *** 

PSEP protocol 

 Time between sendings: 

  Cadence A: 020” 

  Cadence B: 300” 

  Cadence Totals: 600” 

  

 
Cadence A: how often the queries that have changed 
and displayed on the screen are being sent to the PC 
(from 1 to 999’’). 
Cadence B: how often the queries that have changed 
and not displayed on the screen are being sent to the 
PC (from 1 to 999’’). 
Cadence totals: how often the totals that modify are 
being sent to the PC (from 1 to 999’’). 
 
 

6.3.5. ModBus 

ModBus is the protocol used to communicate 
with Monocable and Radio Agrónic. Communication is 
done via one of the Agrónic serial ports, usually the 
RS485. 

 

***  communication parameters *** 

ModBus 

 Serial port: ................... 2.RS485 

 Transmission speed: ... 19200 

 Parity: ........................... even 

 Timeout: ....................... 0500 

 Retries: ......................... 5 

 Time between sendings: 000 

  

 
Serial port: indication of the serial port via which 
communication with the ModBus protocol is to take 
place. The options available are port 1 (RS232) and 
port 2 (RS485). If left as 0, no port will be assigned 
and will not communicate. 
Transmission speed: 1200 bps, 2400 bps, 4800 bps, 
9600 bps, 19200 bps. 
Parity: none, even, odd. 
Timeout: indication of the time to wait for a response 
before reattempting to communicate. From 0 to 9999 
milliseconds. 
Retries: number of times the same frame is to be re-
sent in the event of an error. From 0 to 9. 
Time between sendings: Elapsed time between two 
deliveries. It is used when the communication is not 
wired. From 0 to 250 milliseconds. 

 

 

6.3.6. Expansion Modules 

***  communications parameters *** 

Indicate the type of expansion module 

Module 01 type: 1 Module 09 type: 0 

Module 02 type: 1 Module 10 type: 0 

…  

Module 08 type: 0 Module 16 type: 0 

 
 

The expansion modules communicate with the 
Agrónic through two wires connected to the terminals 
marked as "EXPANSION MODULES". 

You must indicate which type it is for each of 
the16existing modules. 

Type 0: Non connected module. 
Type 1: Module for 5 relay outputs and 2 digital 
inputs. 
Type 3: Module for 5 relay outputs, from 0 to 2 
digital inputs and from 2 to 4 sensor inputs. 
For further information, please check the mod-

ule’s installation manual. 
 
 

6.3.7. Agrónic Monocable 120 

***  communication parameters  *** 

Agrónic Monocable 120 

 Activate: ................................... YES 

 ModBus address: .................... 001 

 Module attempts: .................... 25 

 Total groups: ........................... 02 

 Time of initial delay: ................ 5 

 Delay power-cut anomaly: ...... 0030 

 Power-cut action: .................... 1 

  
 

Activate: YES/NO. If “YES”, it will attempt to communi-
cate with the Agrónic Monocable. 
ModBus address: From 001 to 007 or 100 to 107. The 
address must match the one configured in the EAM. If 
there are multiple EAM or EAR connected to the same 
port, each should have a different address. 
Module attempts: From 10 to 60. Number of commu-
nication attempts before showing an error with the 
MAM. 
Total groups: from 1 to 12. The EAM always com-
municates with groups of 10MAM. Enter on this pa-
rameter the total number of groups connected to the 
EAM. Each group has 10 MAM. Example: If the MAM 
with the highest number of inline groups is 36, the 
total will be 4 (group 1: from 1 to 10, 2: from 11 to 20, 
3: from 21 to 30 and 4: from 31 to 40). 
Time of initial delay. 
Delay power-cut anomaly. 
Delay power-cut action. 
Power-cut action. 
 

See the Agrónic Monocable 120 manual for fur-
ther information on these parameters. 
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The communication with this model is performed 
using the ModBus protocol and it connects to the 
serial port that is assigned to Modbus. 
 
 

6.3.8. Agrónic Radio 868-16 
 

***  communication parameters  *** 

Agrónic Radio 868-16 

 Activate: .............................. YES 

 ModBus address: ............... 001 

 Channel: ............................. 1 

 Net code: ............................ 02 

 Protocol: ............................. 0 

 Module attempts: ............... 15 

 Interrupt Agrónic Radio: ..... NO 

  
 

Activate: YES/NO. If “YES”, it will attempt to communi-
cate with the Agrónic Radio. 
ModBus address: From 001 to 007 or 100 to 107. The 
address must match the one configured in the EAR. If 
there are multiple EAM or EAR connected to the same 
port, each should have a different address. 
Channel: From 1 to 6. Radio channel that will be used 
to communicate with the modules. 
Net code: From 00 to 99. This code must match with 
the one configured in the modules. 
Module attempts: From 5 to 50. Number of communi-
cation attempts before showing an error with the MAR. 
Protocol: From 0 to 3. How often it will communicate 
with the MAR. 0=8”, 1=2”, 2=7”, 3=3”. 
Interrupt Agrónic Radio: YES/NO. If “YES” the Agrónic 
Radio system will turn into energy saving mode and 
stop communicating with the modules. We recom-
mend suspending the Agrónic Radio during periods 
when you will not irrigate. This way, the battery life can 
be extended considerably. 

 

See the Agrónic Radio 868-16 manual for further 
information on these parameters. 

The communication with this model is performed 
using the ModBus protocol and it connects to the 
serial port that is assigned to Modbus. 
 
 

6.3.9. Agrónic Radio 2.4 

***  communication parameters  *** 

Agrónic Radio 2.4 

 Activate: .............................. YES 

 ModBus address: ............... 001 

 Channel: ............................. 1 

 Net code: ............................ 02 

 Module attempts: ............... 15 

 Interrupt Agrónic Radio: ..... NO 

  

 

Activate: YES/NO. If “YES”, it will attempt to communi-
cate with the Agrónic Radio. 

ModBus address: From 001 to 007 or 100 to 107. The 
address must match the one configured in the EAR. If 
there are multiple EAM or EAR connected to the same 
port, each should have a different address. 
Channel: From 1 to 6. Radio channel that will be used 
to communicate with the modules. 
Net Code: From 00 to 99. This code must match with 
the one configured in the modules. 
Module attempts: From 5 to 50. Number of communi-
cation attempts before showing an error with the MAR. 
Interrupt Agrónic Radio: YES/NO. If “YES” the Agrónic 
Radio system will turn into energy saving mode and 
stop communicating with the modules. We recom-
mend suspending the Agrónic Radio during periods 
when you will not irrigate. This way, the battery life can 
be extended considerably. 
 

See the Agrónic Radio 2.4 manual for further in-
formation on these parameters. 

The communication with this model is performed 
using the ModBus protocol and it connects to the 
serial port that is assigned to Modbus. 
 
 

6.3.10. Agrónic Radio 433 

***  communication parameters  *** 

Agrónic Radio 433 

 Activate: ............................. SI 

 ModBus address: .............. 001 

 Channel: ............................ 1 

 Net code: ........................... 02 

 Module attempts: ............... 15 

 Interrupt Agrónic Radio: .... NO 

  

 

Activate: YES/NO. If “YES”, it will attempt to communi-
cate with the Agrónic Radio. 
ModBus address: From 001 to 007 or 100 to 107. The 
address must match the one configured in the EAR. If 
there are multiple EAM or EAR connected to the same 
port, each should have a different address. 
Channel: From 1 to 6. Radio channel that will be used 
to communicate with the modules. 
Net code: From 00 to 99. This code must match with 
the one configured in the modules. 
Module attempts: From 5 to 50. Number of communi-
cation attempts before showing an error with the MAR. 
Interrupt Agrónic Radio: YES/NO. If “YES” the Agrónic 
Radio system will turn into energy saving mode and 
stop communicating with the modules. We recom-
mend suspending the Agrónic Radio during periods 
when you will not irrigate. This way, the battery life can 
be extended considerably. 
 

See the Agrónic Radio 433 manual for further in-
formation on these parameters. 

The communication with this model is performed 
using the ModBus protocol and it connects to the 
serial port that is assigned to Modbus. 
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6.4. DIGITAL INPUT PARAMETERS 

Digital inputs are used to connect elements of the 
installation whose contact activates a function as-
signed to the corresponding input. 

 

To accede to a function, the “F1” (Fun.-) key is 
used to decrease and the “F2” (Fun.+) to increase. 
You can also enter its number directly in the function 
value by using the keyboard and pressing the “Enter” 
key. 

 

The “Input” is coded according to the explication 
in section 4.5., the first two digits correspond to the 
input number, the third and fourth to the module num-
ber and the fifth digit to the device. 

 

*** digital input parameters *** 

Function: 00   Input:  00000000 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fun. -       Fun. + 

 
Function chart: 

Function Description 

01 Irrigation meter 1 
02 Irrigation meter 2 
03 Irrigation meter 3 
04 Irrigation meter 4 
05 Irrigation meter 5 
06 Irrigation meter 6 
07 Fertilizer meter 1 EC / 8 u.  
08 Fertilizer meter 2 EC / 7 u. 
09 Fertilizer meter 3 EC / 6 u.  
10 Fertilizer meter 4 EC / 5 u. 
11 Fertilizer meter 5 EC / 4 u.  
12 Fertilizer meter 6 EC / 3 u. 
13 Fertilizer meter 7 EC / 2 u.  
14 Fertilizer meter 8 EC / 1 u. 
15 Fertilizer level 
16 Acid/base level 
17 Minimum level mixing tank 
18 Rain gauge 

  

20 Intrusion alarm 
21 General malfunction 
22 Differential pressure gauge (filters) 
23 Stop 1 
24 Stop 2 
25 Stop 3 
26 Stop 4 
27 Stop 5 

28 Stop 6 
29 Start or tray 1 
30 Start or tray 2 
31 Start or tray 3 
32 Start or tray 4 
33 Start or tray 5 
34 Start or tray 6 
35 Start or tray 7 
36 Start or tray 8 
37 Start or tray 9 
38 Diesel detector  
39 Drainage meter 1 
40 Drainage meter 2 
41 Drainage meter 3 
42 Drainage meter 4 
43 Drainage meter 5 
44 Drainage meter 6 
45 Drainage meter 7 
46 Drainage meter 8 
47 Drainage meter 9 

 

Functions 1 to 6 correspond to the volumetric 
meters of irrigation water. 

 

Enter the value in seconds of the time between 
two impulses with the lowest working flow at the “Max-
imum time between impulses” This detects the fact 
that there is no irrigation flow. As an example, we will 
calculate the time for a flow of 2 m3/h and meter of 100 
liters: 

2000 L/h   3600 = 0.5555 L/sec. 

100  0.5555 = 180 seconds. 
 

The value of every impulse emitted by the meter 
is entered in liters. 

If the flow meter is an electronic model with out-
put by frequency, you will answer affirmatively the 
question “Working by frequency”. With this type of 
meter you have to enter the “cycles per liter” that emit 
for each liter which pass through the pipe line. 

 

*** digital input parameters *** 

Function: 01             Irrigation meter 1 
 Input: 00000016 
 

Maximum time between impulses: 200” 
Value of impulses: 0100 L 
Start delay: 000” 

 

Working by frequency: NO 
 

Fun. -       Fun. + 
 

The “Start delay” corresponds to the time that, 
when starting to irrigate, a flow anomaly will not be 
reported. 

Irrigation meter nº 1 can connect a pulse meter to 
a digital input or a meter with 4-20 mA output to be 
connected to a sensor input. In this last case, use 
function 11 of sensor parameters, in sector 6.5. 
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The values for fertilizer meters are the following: 
 

*** digital input parameters *** 

 
Function: 07       Fert. meter 1EC/8u 
Input: 00000002 
 

Maximum time between impulses: 200” 
Value of impulses:  0100 cl 

 
Working by frequency: NO 

 

Fun. -       Fun. + 
 

The measuring unit of the impulse value is in 
“centiliters” (100 centiliters = 1 liter). 

 

If the flow meter is an electronic model with out-
put by frequency, you will answer affirmatively the 
question “Working by frequency”. With this type of 
meter you have to enter the “cycles per 1 ml” that emit 
for each milliliter which pass through the pipe line. 

We have to take into account the fact that the first 
fertilizer meter by conductivity (EC) can be the eighth 
when working by units (u.). It all depends on the num-
ber of fertilizers assigned to every type. 

 

For the other inputs, there is a common value 
which is “Detection delay: 000”. With this temporiza-
tion, a time is assured for the input to be connected 
and carry out its function. 

 

Function 20 "Intrusion Alarm" normally works with 
a closed contact. Once open, it will create a record 
and send an SMS message, if the option is available. 

 

Function 21 of “General malfunction” only works 
if any pump general output is working. 

 

For the “Stop” functions 23 to 28, the input work-
ing can be configured in three different ways. Also, the 
stop inputs that every irrigation sector has to use are 
configured in the “Sector parameters” section. 

 

The “Temporary” one will cancel the irrigation of 
the sector or group of sectors to go to the following 
irrigation sequence. If the program starts again, it will 
automatically start to irrigate the sectors which were 
previously affected by the input. 

 

With “Conditional”, the irrigation of the sector or 
group of sectors is stopped and postponed as long as 
the input is connected. Once the input is disconnect-
ed, the irrigation will continue at the same point where 
it stopped. 

 

At “Definitive”, all the sectors assigned to the in-
put will stop working definitively. Enter “Function - 
Manual” to end the stop. 

 

For the “Stop” functions, you can enter an ex-
planatory text for each of them with maximum 13 
characters. Place the pointer on the right side of entry 

code to modify the text. Once inside the text, use the 
left / right keys to move the pointer, the up / down 
keys change the characters and press “Enter” to fin-
ish. 

 

If, in an irrigation program, a group of sectors is 
irrigating and a “Stop” input is activated, all the group 
will stop irrigating, even though not all of them are 
assigned to the input. 

 

*** digital input parameters *** 

Function: 23         Stop 1 
 Input: 00000001    TEXT 
 

Detection delay: 200” 
Type of stop: 0 

(1) Temporary 
(2) Conditional 
(3) Definitive 

Mark anomaly: NO 
 

Fun. -       Fun. + 
 

For functions 29 to 37 of “Start or tray”, it will ask 
for “Stop without input”: on answering NO, the input 
will only start the irrigation of a program; with YES, 
apart from starting it, it will stop it when the contact is 
disconnected at the input. 

The function of “Diesel Detector” is used to post-
pone the irrigation and fertilization until a diesel pump 
or a generator is started. To do so, connect a detector 
to the input (oil pressure gauge or battery charge) 
which closes the contact when the pump is working. 

To measure drainage performed using a pulse 
meter the digital function of “Drainage meter” will be 
used, as a value it will ask for the milliliters that corre-
spond to a pulse. To use this function the meter must 
be connected to an “expansion module”. 

 
 

6.5. SENSOR INPUT PARAMETERS 
 

Every sensor input can be configured to connect 
different types of sensors, whose reference is given in 
the following chart of functions: 

 

Func-
tion 

Description 
Relation input/reading 

Min-Max/Min-Max 

1 Regulation EC 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

2 Security EC 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

3 Input EC 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

4 Regulation pH 0800-4000/00.0 – 14.0 pH 

5 Security pH  0800-4000/00.0 – 14.0 pH 

6 Radiation  0800-4000/0 – 2000 W/m2 

7 Temperature 2632-3532/ -10.0 +80.0 ºC 

8 Relative humidity 0800 – 4000/ 0 – 100 %HR 

9 Water temperatu. 2632-3532/ -10.0 +80.0 ºC 

10 Pressure (bar) 0800-4000/ 00.0 – 10.0 bars 

11 Irrigation flow 0800-4000/ 0.0 – 200.0 m3/h 
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12 Start sensors 
-1: Soil moisture 
-2: Water content 
-3: Temperature 
-4: Rel. humidity 
-5: Units 

0800-4000 / 
0.0 – 120 cbar 
0 – 99 % 

 -10.0  +80.0 °C 
0 – 100 %HR 
0 - 9999 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 EC tray 1 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

19 EC tray 2 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

20 EC tray 3 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

21 EC tray 4 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

22 EC tray 5 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

23 EC tray 6 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

24 EC tray 7 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

25 EC tray 8 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

26 EC tray 9 0800-4000/00.0 – 20.0 mS 

27 pH tray 1  0800-4000/00.0 – 14.0 pH 

28 pH tray 2 0800-4000/00.0 – 14.0 pH 

29 pH tray 3 0800-4000/00.0 – 14.0 pH 

30 pH tray 4 0800-4000/00.0 – 14.0 pH 

31 pH tray 5 0800-4000/00.0 – 14.0 pH 

32 pH tray 6 0800-4000/00.0 – 14.0 pH 

33 pH tray 7 0800-4000/00.0 – 14.0 pH 

34 pH tray 8 0800-4000/00.0 – 14.0 pH 

35 pH tray 9 0800-4000/00.0 – 14.0 pH 

36 Level tray 1 0800-4000/ 0 - 180  mm 

37 Level tray 2 4000-0800/ 0 - 180  mm 

38 Level tray 3 4000-0800/ 0 - 180  mm 

39 Level tray 4 4000-0800/ 0 - 180  mm 

40 Level tray 5 4000-0800/ 0 - 180  mm 

41 Level tray 6 4000-0800/ 0 - 180  mm 

42 Level tray 7 4000-0800/ 0 - 180  mm 

43 Level tray 8 4000-0800/ 0 - 180  mm 

44 Level tray 9 4000-0800/ 0 - 180  mm 

45 Drainage tray 1 4000-0800/ 0 – 750 ml 

46 Drainage tray 2 4000-0800/ 0 – 750 ml 

47 Drainage tray 3 4000-0800/ 0 – 750 ml 

48 Drainage tray 4 4000-0800/ 0 – 750 ml 

49 Drainage tray 5 4000-0800/ 0 – 750 ml 

50 Drainage tray 6 4000-0800/ 0 – 750 ml 

51 Drainage tray 7 4000-0800/ 0 – 750 ml 

52 Drainage tray 8 4000-0800/ 0 – 750 ml 

53 Drainage tray 9 4000-0800/ 0 – 750 ml 
 

For each function the input number will be re-
quested (see section 4.5. for its codification) and the 
relation input/reading, with the minimum and maxi-
mum voltage values in milliwatts and the units of read-
ing to show the value. 

To tare the sensor when its reading is superior to 
the real one, decrease the value of “Tare” below 100 
and increase it when the reading is inferior.  

 

***  sensor input parameters  *** 

Function:  01    Regulation EC 
Input: 00000008 
Input/reading relation: 

Input:        minimum:  0800 
                  maximum: 4000 
Reading:   minimum:  00.0  mS 

                     maximum: 20.0  mS 
Tare  (100=0): 099 

 

Fun. -       Fun. + 

In the start functions 12 to 17 it asks next to the 
function number the type of start that is connected. 
The list of sensors is: 

1 = Soil moisture (cbar) 

2 = Water content (%) 

3 = Temperature (°C) 

4 = Relative humidity (% RH) 

5 =  Units 
 
The question “Action (1=raise, 0=lower)” deter-

mines whether the program will start when the refer-
ence sensor is raised or lowered. 
 

In installations with sensors the following must be 
kept in mind: 

 Use screened cable for the connection of the 
sensors. 

 Separate the cables from the power lines. 

 Avoid surpassing the input voltage limits. 

 The voltage generated by the sensors with 4-20 
mA output in the expansion modules (150 Ohms) 
is 600 to 3000 mV. 

 The voltage generated by the sensors with 4-20 
mA output in the radio modules (100 Ohms) is 
400 to 2000 mV. 

 

6.6. FERTILIZER PARAMETERS 

From the eight possible fertilizers, the ones that 
work by conductivity (EC) and by time or volume units 
have to be configured. 

 

The fertilization by units defines them at sector 
6.2. 

 

If a program has more than a fertilizer by units, 
they will be applied in parallel. 

 

The fertilizer units will be applied one after the 
other or proportionally to the irrigation units; to do so, 
answer YES to the question of proportional fertilization 
“With prop. fert.:…YES”. 

 

The regulation of the fertilizer by conductivity in 
the irrigation water can be done by programming a EC 
value without taking into account the conductivity of 
the input water, or taking it into account by program-
ming a value which will be superior to the value of the 
input. To do so, answer YES to the question “Regulate 
EC input water:…YES”, and the same salts (EC) will 
always be injected, even when the EC of the water that 
enters to irrigate varies. 

 

There are 2 acid injection outputs; the second 
output can be given parameters to inject a base. At 
every irrigation program, the acid 1 or the acid 2/base 
can be chosen. 

 

The “Impulse modulation cycle” is the frequency 
in seconds the injection pulses of fertilizer and acid 
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are repeated. The minimum time allowed is 1.5 se-
conds. 

 

*** fertilizer parameters *** 
 

Number of fert. for EC:……………. 6 
Number of fert. for units:………….. 2 
             with prop. fert.:……………. YES 
Regulate EC input water:………… NO 
The 2 acid is a base:……………… YES 
Impulse modulation cycle:……….. 2.0” 
Self-adjust initial delay:…………… 008” 
EC reaction:………………………... 1  
pH reaction:………………………… 1 
Anomaly delay 100% EC:…………120” 
Anomaly delay 100% pH:………… 080” 

 Page + 
 

The injection percentage (%) with which the last 
irrigation finished (self-adjustment) is memorized for 
every sector. When a new irrigation takes place, this 
self-adjustment value is taken as departure point to 
apply it to the injection. When the first group of a pro-
gram irrigates, the “Self-adjust initial delay” is taken 
into account. In this way a constant injection is main-
tained during the programmed seconds, without af-
fecting the variations of the EC sensor. 

 

The values of “Reaction” for EC and pH are used 
to slow down the changes of the output relationship 
for the injection: with value “0”, changes are immedi-
ate, with “1” the output will carry out an approximation 
every second to reach the new calculated value, with 2 
it will do it every 2 seconds, etc. The standard value is 
1 and it is advisable not to go over 4. Here is an ex-
ample to go from an injection of 25% to one of 30%, 
with different reaction values: 

 

Calculated 
value 

25% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 

Reaction 0 25% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 

Reaction 1 25% 27% 28% 29% 30% 30% 30% 

Reaction 2 25% 25% 27% 27% 28% 28% 29% 

  Value at output every second.  
 

The fact of injecting constantly at 100% can be 
considered an anomaly which stops the injection. 
Program the seconds considered necessary at the 
question “Anomaly delay 100%”, both at EC as at pH. 
Set the value at 0 not to take it into account. 

 

The connection of security EC and pH sensors is 
used to control the possible errors of the main sensors 
or of the regulation ones. Enter the maximum allowed 
value of deviation between the relation sensor and the 
one of security at the “Sensor security margin” value. 
Once this margin is surpassed, a temporary alarm will 
take place when the programmed time at the “Detec-
tion delay” is outside the margin. 

 

A "Temporary Alarm" is the one that records the 
anomaly when it happens and stops applying fertilizer 
or acid in the irrigation sector that is ongoing, trying 
again in the next sector. The number of allowed at-
tempts will be marked at “Temporary alarms at EC”, 
“…at pH”, “…low pH”. Once all attempts are matched, 
it enters in definitive alarm, stopping the irrigation pro-
cess or not, depending on how it is configured in the 
configuration section of the installer. The elements 
which produce temporary alarm are: 
 

 Injection at 100% of EC and pH. 
 Error margin of EC and pH regulation sensor. 
 Error margin between main sensor and security 

sensor. 
 

The elements or conditions which produce a de-
finitive alarm are:  

 

 Reach the number of attempts of temporary 
alarm. 

 Not to match the proportions of fertilizers ap-
plied by EC. 

 A fertilizer meter does not give impulses. 
 

Go to “Function - Manual” to end a temporary or 
definitive alarm. 

A general stop of the irrigation will take place on 
answering YES to the question “Stop irrigation by low 
pH” and when the low temporary alarm by pH be-
comes definitive. This is deactivated at “Function - 
Manual”. 

To maintain the “Fertilizer general at the post-
irrigation” output active, answer YES to this question.  

The last 2 questions are related to the pre-mixing 
of the fertilizer tanks. Answering YES to “Pre-mixing at 
the pre-irrigation”, the irrigation and pre-mixing will 
take place at the same time. Answering NO, this one 
will take place before the irrigation starts, whenever 
the fertilizer has been stopped for a longer time than 
the one marked at the question “Minutes without ferti-
lization for pre-mixing”. 
 

*** fertilizer parameters *** 
 

EC sensor security margin:      0.0 mS 
Detection delay: ……………    000” 
pH sensor security margin:      0.0 pH 
Detection delay: ……………     000” 
EC temporary alarms:………..    2 
pH temporary alarms:………..    2 
Low pH temporary alarms:…..    1 
Stop irrigati. due to low pH:      NO 
General fert. in post-irrig.:  NO 
Pre-mixing in pre-irriga.:…    YES 
Min. without fert. to pre-mix.:     05 

Pag. -       Pag. + 
 

Every fertilizer can be assigned a mixer. At the fol-
lowing screen, the values in seconds of pre-mixing, 
start and stop mixing will be configured independently 
for every mixer. 
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By means of the “Start” and “Stop” values, an in-
termittent mixing can take place, giving seconds to 
both of them. A continuous mixing can take place 
giving just a time at start. No mixing will take place if 
both are set at 0.  

 

*** fertilizer parameters *** 

Fertilizer mixers 
 

1-Pre-mix.: 000”   Start: 000”   Stop: 000” 
2-Pre-mix.: 000”   Start: 000”   Stop: 000” 
3-Pre-mix.: 000”   Start: 000”   Stop: 000” 
4-Pre-mix.: 000”   Start: 000”   Stop: 000” 
5-Pre-mix.: 000”   Start: 000”   Stop: 000” 
6-Pre-mix.: 000”   Start: 000”   Stop: 000” 
7-Pre-mix.: 000”   Start: 000”   Stop: 000” 
8-Pre-mix.: 000”   Start: 000”   Stop: 000” 
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It can be entered compensation values in the next 
screen according to compensate the different densi-
ties that the several liquid fertilizers have, and thus, we 
will avoid errors in the fertilizers injection when we 
work by EC. 
 

*** fertilizer parameters *** 

Fertilizer density 
 
Fertilizer 1: 1.08 
Fertilizer 2: 1.00 
Fertilizer 3: 1.20 
Fertilizer 4: 0.97 
Automatic compensation: YES 
Value: 0.05 

                                  Pag. -         

 
The value that is written in the screen it will be 

multiplied by the % of injection, and for increase or 
decrease the injection, we can up or down the 1.00 
values respectively. 

 

If an automatic compensation is desired for the 
injection error, respond affirmatively and enter the 
value of compensation, which will increase or de-
crease the density value in intervals of one minute. For 
compensation to be carried out correctly, three 
minutes of injecting fertilizer are required, with at least 
one accumulated liter and the relation programmed 
between the fertilizers should not be met. The com-
pensation will be carried out between the limits of 0.70 
and 1.30. 

 

It is necessary to install volumetric meters in the 
fertilizer to be able to calculate the injection error. 

 

6.7. FILTER PARAMETERS 

The control is done for a single filter sequence, 
without a limit in the number of filters. 

The figure at “Number of filters” is just informative 
in this screen, as it depends on the assignation en-
tered at “Parameters - General Outputs”. 

Three different times of filter cleaning can take 
place. Every one of them can have a group of filters 
assigned. 

The pause time between filters, are the seconds 
between the closing of a filter and the opening of the 
next one. The cleaning starts with a pause between 
filters. 
 

*** filter parameters *** 

Number of filters:  012 
 
Cleaning time -- group of filters 
                090”-- from  001 to 001 
                070”-- from  002 to 008 
                030”-- from  009 to 012 
 
The pause time between filters:     00” 
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If the question "Clean at the program start" is an-
swered with “YES", the cleaning process will be car-
ried out before the irrigation of a program begins, 
providing that there is a prior demand for cleaning. 
Although the demand starts when an irrigation is car-
ried out, it will wait until it stops and another program 
is started, the sectors of which must have some gen-
eral assigned which coincides with the generals as-
signed to the filters. 

 

If the cleaning takes place within the irrigation, it 
is possible to stop the sectors with the question “Stop 
sectors when cleaning”. When the cleaning stops they 
will continue at the same point where they stopped. 

The repetition of the cleaning by a permanent 
demand can be controlled with the value “Maximum 
number of cleanings in a row”. On ending a cleaning, 
the start of a new cleaning is taken into account for 
five minutes. When matching the program number, an 
anomaly of filters without control will take place and it 
will stop cleaning definitely, until the incidence is can-
celled at “Function - Manual”. 

 

Filter cleaning can be ordered by a differential 
pressure gauge and/or by a certain used time or a 
quantity of volume which has gone through the filters. 
The units of time (minutes, seconds) or volume (m3, L) 
have to be entered to mark “Units between cleanings”. 
The unit of the value entered here will depend on the 
value programmed at section 6.2. (“Parameters – Flow 
- Irrigation units). 
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*** filter parameters *** 

 
Clean at the program start:      NO 
 
Stop sectors when cleaning:    YES 
 
Max. n. of cleanings in a row:   2 
 
Units between cleanings:…….. 00000 
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The control of the filter cleaning has to be as-
signed the Generals and Meters it will work with. 

If the control of units between cleanings is done 
by time, it will accumulate when any of the generals is 
activated; on the other hand when working by volume 
the assigned meters will be taken into account.  

Only the generals assigned to the filters will acti-
vate when a cleaning is done before the start of a pro-
gram or if the sectors are stopped when cleaning. If 
the sectors are not stopped, the generals will activate 
according to the sectors. When the filter cleaning 
takes place, the stop inputs are not taken into ac-
count. 
 

*** filter parameters *** 
 

Assign to general outputs: 
General 1:  YES               General 2:   NO  
General 3:  NO                General 4:   NO 
General 5:  YES               General 6:   NO 
 
Assign to irrigation meters: 
Meter 1:  YES               Meter 2:   YES 
Meter 3:  YES               Meter 4:   YES 
Meter 5:  YES               Meter 6:    NO 
 

                       Pag. -                
 
 

6.8. MIXING PARAMETERS 
 

The option of water mixing allows, by means of 
one or two motorized valves, the mixing of two waters 
of different salinity. To do so, enter the time in se-
conds that it takes to start the motorized valve, as its 
regulation is done on the time base. The motorized 
valves have to have a superior opening time of 100 
seconds in order to obtain a precision of 1%. 

 

To avoid a continuous movement of the motor-
ized valve, a minimum movement can be fixed in order 
to stop the movement if a minimum % is not reached 
between the real and calculated position.  

 

The minimum opening desired is the position 
from which it will not go down when the mixing takes 
place. 

 

When the mixing control takes place, it will try to 
save more at the marked valve. 
 

*** mixing parameters *** 

 

Opening time valve 1:……………… 000” 
Minimum movement valve 1:……… 00 % 
Minimum opening valve 1:………… 00 % 
 

Opening time valve 2:……………… 000” 
Minimum movement valve 2:……… 00 % 
Minimum opening valve 2:………… 00 % 
 

Save more of the valve:……………. 1 
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With the “Regulation delay”, a time is fixed during 
which the % of opening used in the last irrigation of 
the program is used; when these seconds have gone 
by, it will regulate according to the input EC sensor. 
When there is a delay and a program initiates irriga-
tion, neither the irrigation nor the fertilizer will be acti-
vated as long as the mixing motorized valves do not 
reach their corresponding positions. 

 

*** mixing parameters *** 
 

Regulation delay:………………….000” 
Permissiveness margin:…………..0.0 mS 
 

High alarm margin:…………….…..0.0 mS 
Low alarm margin:…………….…..0.0 mS 
Alarm detection delay:……………..000” 
Irrigation stop by alarm:……………NO 
 

Self-adjustment time: ……….….  00” 
Open valves at end: ……………. NO 
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With the “Permissiveness margin”, the motorized 
valves will not be regulated as long as the EC sensor 
does not go out of the margin entered in relation to 
the mixing reference. The limit is 0.5 mS. 

 

Some “High and Low alarm margins” can be set. 
These margins will be added and deducted from the 
program mixing reference, in order to compare with 
the input sensor value. When the sensor surpasses 
the alarm margins, the “Alarm detection delay” tempo-
rization is taken into account, to record an anomaly 
and stop the irrigation being carried out by the pro-
gram which makes the mixing, according to the an-
swer given at “Irrigation stop by alarm”. 
 

The water of less EC will be regulated with the 
motorized 1 and the water of higher EC with the mo-
torized 2. 

"Self-adjustment time" is the waiting time between 
two movements. 

At the end of the irrigation you can leave the 
valves open or closed. 
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6.9. PROGRAM PARAMETERS 

The Agrónic 7000 has 24 independent irrigation 
programs, being several of them configured in the 
following screens. 

To accede a program, enter its number or press 
the F1 (Prog.+) or F2 (Prog.-) keys. 

 

Every one of the programs can be defined with a 
“Program name” which explains its function. This text 
will appear when the irrigation values or its consulta-
tion values have to be entered. To enter the texts first 
press the arrow to the right and then to up and down 
to change the letter, “NO” deletes the record. To 
switch between numbers, letters and symbols press 
“1” for uppercase, “2” for lower case, “3” for numbers 
and “4” for symbols. Press the “Enter” key to finish. 
There are 14 characters. 

 

With “Group / Priority” two programs from dif-
ferent groups can irrigate at the same time, not being 
able to irrigate if they belong to the same group. 

 

The priority is assigned within each group. It 
goes from 1 (highest priority) to 9 (lowest one). When 
the irrigation of two programs of the same group coin-
cide, the one with the highest priority will be started. If 
two programs of different groups coincide in the fact 
that both want to apply fertilizer by EC or the same 
fertilizer by units, the last one to enter will be post-
poned. 

 

When the irrigation of a program starts, one or 
several “Activations” of the irrigation sequence can 
take place. There is a maximum of 99. The time be-
tween the start of an activation and the start of the next 
one is programmed at the value of “Frequency”, this 
time can be modified automatically, using radiation or 
drainage as a determining factor. Leave the frequency 
value at 0 with just one activation. 

If the irrigation start of a program is done by 
“Function - Manual”, or the program is sequential of 
another one, or it has entered into security irrigation, 
just one activation will take place. 

 

Every program can be configured to work by “By 
pause days” or by “Days of the week”. The days will 
be entered at “Function - Programs” depending on 
what has been selected. 

 

With “Active timetable”, a time stripe is fixed. 
During this time the start of irrigation by determining 
factor (level, radiation, etc.) is allowed. These pro-
grams will stop when the irrigation run time ends, and 
not when you leave the active timetable. The time and 
manual starts are not affected by the active timetable. 

 

The “Active period” limits the program working 
within the set dates. 

 

Every irrigation program has 32 possible irrigation 
sectors. These sectors are grouped in the irrigation 
sequence with the value of “Group sectors”: with 
“01” they will work one after the other, with “02” they 
will work in pairs, etc. Although the sectors of a group 

have different irrigation units, it always waits for the 
last one of the group to finish before going to the next 
one. If there is post-irrigation, this one will always take 
place at the end of the group irrigation with all its sec-
tors. 

 

“Program sequential” allows the start of a pro-
gram when another one finishes. This is useful when 
the sequence of 32 sectors of a program is not 
enough. When chaining programs, sequences of 64, 
96, etc. sectors are formed. When a program is se-
quential of another one, it will take the manual factor, 
the curve and the determining factors, if there were 
any, of the program which started the sequence.  

 

The “Irrigation units” the sectors of every pro-
gram are going to use, can be modified to work by 
hours and minutes (hh:mm), minutes and seconds 
(mm’ss”), volume (m3, L). To change using keys "YES" 
/ "NO". 
 

*** program parameters *** 

Program: 01 
 

Name of the program: -> PRO. TEXT 
Group/Priority:…………… 1 / 1 
Activations:…………..…… 01 
Frequency:……………….. 00:00 
By pause days:…………... NO 
Active timetable:…………. 00:00  to 00:00 
Active period:……….……. 00/00  to 00/00 
Group sectors:…………… 01 
Pro. sequential: ………..… 00 
Irrigation units:……………. mm’ ss” 

Prog. -       Prog. +                         Page +  

 

The time programmed at “Lack of start security” 
is the maximum time that can go by between the end 
of an irrigation and the beginning of another one. 
 

The value of "Continuous start safety" limits the 
start by determining factors (level, radiation, soil mois-
ture, etc.) to not request new irrigations during a time 
shorter than that programmed; if requested earlier, it 
will be delayed and will note an working records. 

 

If the programmed safety time due lack to start is 
surpassed, security irrigation would take place, re-
peating irrigations with the frequency marked at “Se-
curity irrigation every”. The time to do this control is 
taken into account from the end of an irrigation and 
within the active timetable. Enter “Function - Manual” 
realize and start by time or by determining factor to 
end a security irrigation. 

 

With “Acid at pre/post.” acid may be applied to 
the pre-irrigation and/or the post-irrigation. Remember 
that at pre and post irrigation no fertilizer is applied.  

 

The type of acid to be applied to every program 
has to be defined. To do so, answer the question “Ac-
id 1, acid 2”. The acid 2 can also be a base in order 
to neutralize acid waters. 
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The “EC and pH alarm margins” are used to de-
tect an incorrect regulation of the application of acid 
and fertilizer, entering at temporary alarm whenever 
the reading of the EC or pH regulation sensor is high-
er than the reference value plus the positive margin, 
that is to say to the reference minus the negative mar-
gin and this is maintained during the seconds pro-
grammed at “Alarm delay”. Set the margin or the 
delay value at 0 not to take into account the alarm. 

 

The wanted EC value at every program will be 
asked, as the option of water mixing is active. 

 

The same happens with the option of regulating 
the irrigation pressure with the general 1. As it is acti-
vated the necessary pressure value at every program 
will be asked. 

 

*** program parameters *** 

Program  : 01 
Lack of start secu.: …… 00:00 
Conti. start secure.: ….. 00:00 
Security irri. every:….… 00:00 
Acid at pre/post. :…….. NO / NO 
Acid 1, acid 2:…………. 1 
EC alarm margin:……... +0.5 mS  -0.5 mS 
Alarm delay:…………… 080” 
pH alarm margin:……... +0.4 pH  -0.4 pH 
Alarm delay:………….... 060” 
Mixing EC:……………… 00.0 mS 
Irrigation pressure:……. 00.0 bar 
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Every one of the 24 irrigation programs has 4 
possible determining factors to start irrigations, modify 
the irrigation units, the EC value, the fertilization units 
and the frequency between irrigations. 

The following chart shows the actions every type 
of determining factor can carry out: 
 

TYPE OF DETERMINING FACTOR ACTION 

1 
Solar energy 
 
(Integrated radiation) 

Start 

Irrigation 

EC 

Fert. units 

Frequency 

2 
Tray level 

Contact or 
millimeters 

Start 

3 

Start sensor 
Soil moisture 
Water content 
Temperature 
Relative humidity 
Units 

Start 

4 Drainage 
Irrigation or 
Frequency 

5 Rain 

Irrigation 

EC 

Fert. units 

6 Room temperature Start 

7 
Radiation 

(Instantaneous) 

Irrigation 

EC 

Fert. units 

Frequency 
 

The determining factor by "Solar energy" acts in-
tegrating (accumulation of radiation in relation to the 
time) in Wh/m2 or J/cm2 the solar radiation the crops 
have received from the start of the previous irrigation. 

 

*** program parameters *** 

Program:  01           Determining factor 1 
 

Determining f. type: 1  Solar energy 
 

Irrigation start: ….. YES 
Irrigation factor: … NO 
EC factor: ……….. NO 
Fertilizer factor: …. NO 
Frequency factor:   NO 
Minimum: ……….. 0000 W/m2 
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The "Minimum" value corresponds to the level of 
radiation after which it will begin to accumulate to 
integrate radiation. The action the solar energy will 
carry out has to be chosen in this determining factor. 
Another determining factor can repeat the solar ener-
gy with another action. Depending on the action cho-
sen here, the “Function - Programs” will ask for the 
values which will correspond to the starting action, 
modification of irrigation values, EC, fertilization or 
frequency between irrigations. 

 

The determining factor “Tray level” is used to 
start program irrigation by contact level, if the corre-
sponding digital input has been configured, or by a 
level sensor in millimeters. In the last case, at “Func-
tion - Programs” it will ask for the level (mm) at which 
the irrigation will start. 
 

***  program parameters  *** 

Program: 01            Determining factor 4 
 

Determining f. type: 2    Tray level 
 

Tray number:  1 
 

Prog. -    Prog. +            Pag. -  
 

The determining factor "Start sensor" is used to 
start the program’s irrigation at a specific level of 
ground humidity, at a soil water content, at a certain 
temperature, relative humidity, etc., in this case in 
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“Function – Programs” the value above or below that 
which starts the irrigation or spraying is asked. The 
number of the 6 possible sensors has to be entered. 
 

Place the 2 soil moisture sensors or 2 soil water 
content sensors at least 100 meters away from each 
other to avoid possible reading problems. This would 
occur only when 2 sensors are in the same irrigation 
area. 

***  program parameters  *** 

Program: 01           Determining factor 1 
 
Determining f. type: 3    Start sensor 
 
Sensor number:  1 
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The determining factor "Drainage" is used in or-
der for a quantity of water to be drained from the crop 
being irrigated by the program. Here, the program 
asks for the number of the drainage tray in which the 
sensors are located. In "Function - Programs", it asks 
for the desired drainage percentage. 
 

***  program parameters  *** 

Program: 01         Determining factor 4 
 
Determining f. type: 4    Drainage 
 
Tray number:  1 
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The determining factor of “Rain” is normally used 
to decrease the irrigation units and increase the ferti-
lizing units. The action of every determining factor has 
to be indicated as well as the “Minimum” rain in order 
to take into account the determining factor. 
 

***  program parameters  *** 

Program: 01            Determining factor 1 
 
Determining f. type: 5  Rain 
 
Irrigation factor:…YES 
EC factor:………..NO 
Fertilizer factor:………NO 
Minimum:………..00.0 L/m2 
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The determining factor by “Temperature” works 
integrating (temperature total in relationship to time) 
the temperature in °C*h that has received since the 
beginning of the previous irrigation. The value of “min-
imum” corresponds to the temperature value from 
which it will start to accumulate in order to integrate. 
 

***  program parameters  *** 

Program  :01           Determining factor 1 
 
Determining f. type: 6    Room tempera-
ture 
 
Minimum:…………………..00.0 °C 
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The determining factor "Radiation" is based on 
the instant reading of the radiation (W/m2) being re-
ceived by the crop when the program is activated. 

 

The "Minimum" value corresponds to the mini-
mum level for the determining factor to be applied. 
Depending on the action selected here, the program 
will ask for the values corresponding to the modifica-
tion of irrigation, EC, fertilization or the frequency be-
tween irrigations in "Function - Programs". 
 

***  program parameters  *** 

Program: 01           Determining factor 1 
 

Determining f. type:  7  Radiation 
 

Irrigation factor: .. YES 
EC factor: ………. NO 
Fertilizer factor: … NO 
Frequency factor: .. YES 
Minimum: ………. 0000 W/m2 
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Example for determining factor based on solar 
energy: 

- The device records the value of the solar energy 
received by the crop since the last irrigation. Irri-
gation begins once a reference value is reached, 
at which point the accumulated amount to be in-
tegrated into the program is reset to 0. 

- Solar energy is analyzed every second. If the ra-
diation sensor gives a value of 600 W/m2, the 
program will accumulate 0.1666 Wh/m2 (600 ÷ 

3600 seconds) every second. If the value of 600 
continues, after an hour, it will have accumulated 
600 Wh/m2, after 2 hours 1200 Wh/m2, etc. 

- A reference value is entered in the program. 
When the integration total surpasses it the irriga-
tion is started. 

- The total value is shown at the “Consultation” of 
the program (13.5). 
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6.10. GENERAL OUTPUT PARAMETERS 

The general outputs for the activation of pumps, 
general valves, injectors, filters, alarms, etc., are con-
figured in this sector to assign them if necessary a 
relay and similar values. 

Every general output has a function number as-
signed, as we can see in the following chart:  

 

1 General 1 

2 General 2 

3 General 3 

4 General 4 

5 General 5 

6 General 6 

7 Fertilizer General 

8 Auxiliary fertilizer 1 EC / 8 u. 

9 Auxiliary fertilizer 2 EC / 7 u. 

10 Auxiliary fertilizer 3 EC / 6 u. 

11 Auxiliary fertilizer 4 EC / 5 u. 

12 Auxiliary fertilizer 5 EC / 4 u. 

13 Auxiliary fertilizer 6 EC / 3 u. 

14 Auxiliary fertilizer 7 EC / 2 u. 

15 Auxiliary fertilizer 8 EC / 1 u. 

16 Auxiliary acid 1 

17 Auxiliary acid 2 / base 

18 Mixer 1 

19 Mixer 2 

20 Mixer 3 

21 Mixer 4 

22 Mixer 5 

23 Mixer 6 

24 Mixer 7 

25 Mixer 8 

26 Filters  

27 Alarm 1 

28 Alarm 2 

29 Alarm 3 

30 Mixing valve 1 

31 Mixing valve 2 

32 Drainage emptying tray 1 

33 Drainage emptying tray 2 

34 Drainage emptying tray 3 

35 Drainage emptying tray 4 

36 Drainage emptying tray 5 

37 Drainage emptying tray 6 

38 Drainage emptying tray 7 

39 Drainage emptying tray 8 

40 Drainage emptying tray 9 

 
For each “function” it will ask for the assignment 

of the relay “Output”, which is coded according the 
explanation in section 4.5., the first two digits corre-
spond to the output number, the third and fourth the 
module number and the fifth digit to the device.  

 

The function “General 1” corresponds to the gen-
eral pump or valve 1. It has to be given an “Output” by 
relay to activate the external element. Normally the last 

relays are given to the general outputs and the first 
ones to the irrigation sectors. 

 

The seconds of the “Start temporization” are 
used to delay the input of General 1. The opposite 
happens at “Stop temporization” which maintains the 
output activate during the time marked when the order 
of the irrigation program finishes.  

 

With the option Pressure Regulation installed, it is 
connected with the General output 1 along with the 0-
10 Volt output to the motor frequency variator. It will 
ask for the “Reaction” value, with a high reaction value 
the response of the changes of the pressure sensor is 
slower and with a lower value it will be more rapid. It 
also allows a pressure value different from the irriga-
tion programs to perform a cleaning, which is entered 
in “pressure for filters”. 

 

If there is a diesel pump or a generator, the start-
ing system (Control Diesel, Agrónic Diesel) will con-
nect to the General 1. 
 

*** general output parameters *** 

Function: 01            General  1 
 

Output:  00000040 
Start timing:   000” 
Stop timing:   000” 
Reaction: 1 
Pressure for filters:   03.5 bars 
 

Fun. -       Fun. +  
 

The rest of “Generals” out of the six which the 
Agrónic 7000 controls, are configured as the first one, 
but without the reaction value. 

The generals from 1 to 6 are assigned to the irri-
gation sectors in the section 6.12. With this, whenever 
an irrigation program activates a sector, the generals 
(pumps) assigned will do so automatically. 

 

The “Fertilizer general” will activate its assigned 
output whenever there is an order of injecting fertilizer 
by EC and fertilizer by units or acid/base. It will also 
activate it at the “Post-irrigation” if it has been config-
ured at “Parameters - Fertilizers”. 

 

There are exclusive outputs without possibility of 
assignation for the application of fertilizers by EC or by 
units and acid (sector 4.3.4. Output connection). The 
corresponding valves will be connected to them. But, 
there is the possibility of assigning “Auxiliary outputs” 
for the 8 fertilizers and the 2 acids/base. These out-
puts keep active while there is order of fertilizing the 
concrete element. The connection is the usual appli-
cation when magnetic pumps are used.  

If working with units of fertilizer they should be 
connected to their corresponding fertilizer auxiliaries 
for proper operation. 
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If an auxiliary one is not going to be used, set the 
output at 0. 

 

Every fertilizer will have its “Mixer output”. An 
output will be assigned to the ones which need it. 

 

For the “Filters”, the output of the first filter and 
the one of the last one have to be assigned, forming a 
group of outputs from minor to major. A filter general 
may also be assigned. 

 

*** general output parameters *** 

Function: 26            filters 
 

Output first filter:   00000031 
Output last filter:   00000038 
 
General:………… 00000000 

Fun. -       Fun. +  
 

There are three “Alarm” functions. Each event 
can be configured to activate one or more of these 
alarms. 

 

Every alarm can be activated intermittently by giv-
ing times to “Start timing” and to “Stop timing”, or 
continuous by giving time to start and 0 to stop. 

 

The state “At stand by” can be configured, when 
there is no alarm of relay output. Enter a “1” for open 
contact and a “2” for closed contact. 
 

*** general output parameters *** 

Function: 27      Alarm 1 
 

Output:  00000080 
Start timing:   000” 
Stop timing:   000” 
At stand by (1) open / (2) closed: 1 
 
 
 
 
 

Fun. -       Fun. +  
 

For the motorized valves of “Mixing”, a relay out-
put has to be entered to open and another one to 
close. The motorized valve 1 is always connected to 
the water with the lowest salinity. 

 

The outputs of “Drainage emptying” for the trays 
from 1 to 9, are used to empty the measuring contain-
er of the drained water automatically.  

 

If a general output is not used, its relay assigna-
tion has to be set at “0”. 

 

6.11. SECTOR PARAMETERS  

The Agrónic 7000 can control up to 200 irrigation 
sectors. The values of all of them are configured in the 
following screens. A sector can be acceded automati-
cally by typing its number. 

 

The assignation of “Relay number” is done in a 
similar way to the assignation of general outputs: eve-
ry sector has to be given the relay number that it will 
activate, which might be at the base, at extensions or 
modules. If necessary an “Auxiliary” exit may be as-
signed which may be common to several sectors and 
will be activated providing that one of the sectors is 
active. Its activation is immediate and does not take 
timings into account. 

 

Every sector can be assigned to one or more of 
the six general outputs and of the six stop inputs. 
When entering “YES” in a general, it will activate au-
tomatically when the sector activates. In the same 
way, when the sector is activated the stop inputs 
(temporary, conditional or definitive) marked with 
“YES” will be taken into account. 
 

*** sector parameters *** 

Sector: 200 
Relay number:    00000024 
Auxiliary: 00000040 
 

General outputs:                   Stop inputs: 
General 1: YES                    Stop 1: NO 
General 2: YES                   Stop 2: NO 
General 3: NO                     Stop 3: YES 
General 4: NO                     Stop 4: YES 
General 5: NO                     Stop 5: NO 
General 6: NO                     Stop 6: NO 

 

Sector -    Sector +                         Pag. + 

 

The value of “Expected flow” corresponds to the 
theoretical flow volume that the sector will consume 
when irrigating. The units are in cubic meters per 
hour. This value is important as it is used to control a 
flow error and to accumulate the applied volume of 
irrigation and fertilizers, proportionally to the flow of 
the sectors which are irrigating at every moment 
[11.1]. 

 

The “Irrigation meter number” has to be entered 
out of the 6 possible ones, in order to be able to ac-
cumulate and program by volume.  

 

The “Water hammer temporization” allows you, 
with a positive value, to expand the activation of the 
sector when the irrigation units finish, and with a nega-
tive one, it postpones its input for the marked time. 

 

In order to adjust the EC and pH injection for eve-
ry sector independently, enter the following values: 
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The “EC and pH regulation band” is used by the 
unit to calculate the necessary increase or decrease of 
injection %, when the sensor is not the same as the 
reference value given by the irrigation program that 
the sector contains. Here are some examples: 

 

- With a band of 2.0, for an increase of a tenth (0.1 
mS) in the sensor, the injection output will de-
crease a 5 %, 100 ÷ 20 =5. 

- With a band of 5.0, the increase of 0.1 mS, will 
make it decrease a 2 %, 100 ÷ 20 =5. 

 

With the previous example you can see that with 
a major band there is a minor variation in the injection, 
which will be useful when a sector has oscillations in 
the injection. 

 

The “EC and pH self-adjustment” as well as the 
“EC and pH self-adjustment temporization” are used 
to find the optimal injection value for every sector or 
group of sectors. To do so, the unit constantly modi-
fies the self-adjustment value, until the EC or pH sen-
sor have the same value as the reference value of the 
irrigation program. When this happens, the value of % 
of injection output and the self-adjustment are the 
same. If the value of the sensor is not the same as the 
value of the reference, it will wait for the seconds 
marked at the self-adjustment temporization and it will 
increase or decrease a 1 % the self-adjustment and 
the output. This is repeated at every temporization 
until they do not become the same. 

 

When adjusting the injection system, the self-
adjustment value, which is supposed to be necessary 
for the % of the injection output of every one of the 
irrigation sectors, is entered. 

In Flow detector input you can connect a digital 
sensor that indicates if water flows through the sector 
or not. A record will be made if the sector is open and 
water does not flow, or if it’s closed and the water 
flows (Rec. 54). 
 

*** sector parameters *** 

Sector: 1 
Expected flow: ……………....  032.50 m3 
Number of irrigation meter   1 
Water hammer timing:………. -012” 
EC regulation band:…………. 2.0 mS 
pH regulation band:…………. 2.0 pH 
EC self-adjustment:………….. 63 % 
pH self-adjustment:…………. 18 % 
EC self-adjustment timing:…. 05” 
pH self-adjustment timing:…. 04” 
Flow detector input: ………... 00000 
 

Sector -    Sector +        Pag. - 
 
 
 
 
 

6.12. VARIOUS PARAMETERS 

The first screen asks how many “Relay extension 
cards” are connected to the base of the Agrónic 7000. 
Enter a value from 0 to 5. 

 

*** various parameters *** 

Relay extension cards: 0 
 

Digital input extension:  NO 
 

Copy program 00 from 00 to 00. 
Copy curve 00 from 00 to 00. 
Copy sector 00 from 00 to 00. 
 
 
 
 

Copy                                              Pag. +  

 
When installing a “Digital input extension” confirm 

it in this sector so that it is taken into account. 
 

The “Copy” of programs, curves and sectors 
makes the programming easier. To do so, enter the 
number to copy and the interval of the group where it 
will be copied. Press the “F1” key with the copy func-
tion to make the copy.  
 

The access to different parts of the programming 
can be limited by means of three access codes, one 
for all the “FUNCTIONS”, another one for “PARAME-
TERS” and another one for the reception of “SMS 
Messages”. To cancel them set the values at “0000”. 

To modify a code, the current one has to be en-
tered and then it will ask for the new one.  
 

*** various parameters *** 

 
Access code to functions: ---- 
 
Access code to parameters: ---- 
 
SMS reception code: ---- 
 
 
 

                         Pag. -  

 

The code will be asked when entering to “Func-
tions” or “Parameters”: It will enter if it is the correct 
code or if not it will display the message of “Incorrect 
code”. 

 

Consult section [6.3.2.] for SMS messages. 
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7. PROGRAMS 
 

Each irrigation program of the actual 24 contains 
the irrigation factors and fertilization of a crop. 

 

To enter the data, press the key "FUN" (functions) 
and choose "PROGRAMS" moving the cursor with 
arrows and then press "Enter". 

 

***  function  *** 

1. ERASE 

2. CURVES 

3. MANUAL 

4. PARAMETERS 

5. PROGRAMS 

6. RECORD 

7. VARIOUS 

  

 

(For a better understanding of this chapter, 
should be better if you can read first the point “pro-
gram parameters”, if it has not been read yet.) 

The section "Programs" will show the following 
screens to enter or verify values. 

 

Depending on how it is configured the parame-
ters on the 24 existing programs, they will appear at 
the first, second and third program screen, different. 
Because the things you will program in the parameters 
will appear in the different programs screens. 

 
 

FIRST SCREEN OF PROGRAMS 
 

The conditions of the starting are entered in it. 
The number of values to ask will depend on the con-
figuration program done in the heading "Parameters - 
Programs". 

 

To enter in a program, enter its number or use 
the key "Prog.-" or "Prog.+". 

 

The first question corresponds to "Irrigation 
Days" when the program will be carried out, being 
repeated week after week. To add or take out a day, 
the key that has the day marked on it will be pressed. 

 

Working by "Days frequency" is a variation of the 
previous question that depends on the configuration 
of each program. The irrigation frequency is marked 
with the value, with "01" it will irrigate every day, with 
"02" every two days (alternate), etc. To see the counter 
of days left, enter "Consultation - Programs ". 

 

In "Starting times" there are 6 timetables to start 
activations of the program, the format is from 00:01 to 
23:59 (the time 00:00 is no valid). 

 

Another starting possibilities that depend on the 
determining factor configuration are: 

 

    "Start by solar energy:.......1700 Wh/m2": it 
works integrating (total radiation in relation to 

time) in Wh/m2 or J/cm2 the solar radiation re-
ceived by the crop since the start of the previous 
irrigation. To consult the value enter "Consultation 
- Programs". If before starting by radiation it does 
it for another reason, the total value will go to 0. 

    "Start by tray level: .....112 mm": By a tray lev-
el sensor, it will start an irrigation when the refer-
enced level of value is lower. 

    "Start by sensor: ……  052.5 cbar": with a 
sensor that measures the tensiometry in the soil, 
or the soil water content, or the temperature or 
atmospheric humidity, it is possible to start an ir-
rigation when the reference value of the units is 
reached. 

    "Start by temperature: ...093 °C*h": it works 
integrating (total temperature in relation to time) 
the temperature in ºC*h received since the last ir-
rigation. 
 

The values entered in "Parameters - Programs" 
have to be remembered (section [6.9]), like "Active 
Time", which is limited to the previous determining 
factors, the "Active Period" and "Group/Priority" limit 
any start, but the manually one done. 

 

The irrigation units of the program sectors can be 
modified by "Manual factor" when initiating an irriga-
tion. The units of the sectors will increase with a posi-
tive value of the manual factor and they will decrease 
with a negative value. For example: A sector with 
01:30 (1 hour, 30 minutes) and a manual factor of -
10% will have an effective irrigation of 01:21. 

 

Some other possibilities that depend on the con-
figuration of the determining factors to modify the irri-
gations are: 

   "Solar energy factor:........+15 % 1800 Wh/m2": 
To modify the irrigation units it works integrating 
(solar radiation total in relation to the time) in 
Wh/m2 or J/cm2 the solar energy the crop has re-
ceived since the start of the previous irrigation. To 
consult the value, enter "Consultation - Pro-
grams". When an irrigation starts, it will modify the 
units with the entered factor, in relation to the to-
tal energy. For example, with +15% each 1800 W 
and a real integration since the last irrigation of 
730 Wh/m2, it will have a real increment of the ir-
rigation units of 6%. Another option consists of 
the modification of the frequency with which 
pulse irrigation is activated. Whenever activation 
takes place, a calculation will be performed to re-
duce the time until the next activation, based on 
the solar energy accumulated in the crop. 

 

Example: 
Period of activity = 08:00 to 21:00 (13 hours) 
Activations = 16 
Frequency =01:00 
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There are surplus activations, which will be 
cancelled automatically, as they are outside 
the period of activity. 
Start time = 08:00 
Det. factor = -30% for every 0800 Wh/m2. 
 

In the above example, watering will take 
place between 13 and 16 times. Whenever activa-
tion occurs, the time until the next activation will 
be reduced on the basis of the build-up in the ra-
diation received. 

   "Drainage:..........28 %": when controlling by 
drainage tray, the automation of some % of con-
stant drainage is possible in every irrigation. 
When starting a new irrigation, the drainage done 
in the previous irrigation will be calculated and 
the irrigation units or the frequency between acti-
vations will be modified to achieve the pro-
grammed one. 

   "Rain factor.........-10 % 02.5 L/m2": It will usual-
ly diminish the irrigation units with the % entered, 
in relation to the total rain since the start of the 
previous irrigation of the program. For example: 
with rain 8 L/m2 and a factor of -10% for every 2.5 
L/m2, it will diminish 32 % in the irrigation units of 
the sectors of the program. The total value can be 
seen in "Consultation - Programs". 

   "Radiation factor: ……. +15 % 400 W/m2": this 
operates on the basis of the radiation present 
when the program begins irrigation. The sensor’s 
instant reading value is subtracted from the “min-
imum” value entered in the determining factor in 
“Parameters - Program” [6.10.] The result is used 
to calculate the “factor”. Example: when the pro-
gram begins irrigation, the radiation reading 
stands at 782 W/m2 and the determining factor’s 
minimum is 400. 782 - 400 = 382. If the determin-
ing factor is +4% every 250 W, the result will be 
an increase of 6.1 % where the irrigation units are 
concerned. 

Another option consists of the modification 
of the frequency with which pulse irrigation is ac-
tivated. Whenever activation occurs, a calculation 
will be performed to modify the time until the next 
activation, based on the instant radiation reading. 

 

***  programs  *** 

Program: 01 PEPPER 
Irrigation days: Sun Mon Tu  Wed Thur Fr Sat  
 

Starting times:     1 08:15    2 00:00    3 00:00 
                             4 00:00    5 00:00    6 00:00 
 
Manual Factor :………………… +00 % 

 
 

 
 

Prog. -       Prog. +                                Pag. +  

 

***  programs  *** 

Program: 12    GALIA MELON  
 

Day Frequency: 02 
 

Starting times  1 09:30   2 13:08    3 00:00 
                         4 00:00   5 00:00    6 00:00 
 

Starting by tray level …….095 mm 
Starting by solar energy:  1450 Wh/m2 
Drainage:………………… 28 % 
Manual factor:……………+00 % 
 

Prog. -    Prog. +                                   Pag. + 
 

 

SECOND SCREEN OF PROGRAMS 
 

The irrigation units and the pre-irrigation of the 
sectors of the program are entered in it. 

The type of units will depend on the configuration 
in "Parameters - Flow" or "Parameters - Programs". 
The time is in hours and minutes (hh:mm) or minutes 
and seconds (mm' ss'') and the volume is in cubic 
meters (m3) or liters (L). 

Each sector has its independent irrigation and 
pre-irrigation units and, depending on the group of 
sectors configured in "Parameters - Programs" it will 
irrigate one by one, or in groups of two, three, etc. If a 
sector does not have value, it skips it. 

When there are groups in which the sectors have 
different units in the sequence of the sectors, it will not 
go to the following group units until it has finished the 
sector with more units. Also, if there is post irrigation, 
the ones with less irrigation units will stop in the post-
irrigation value, and when all the sectors of the group 
reach the post-irrigation, they will restart to finish the 
post-irrigation (end of irrigation without fertilizer). 

The pre-irrigation value is used to apply only wa-
ter at the beginning of the irrigation of the sector; after 
these units have gone by, it will start with the fertilizer. 
When the sectors irrigate in groups, the value of the 
longest pre-irrigation will be taken into account. 

 

The 32 sectors that each program has, are divid-
ed into 4 screens. The screen of the first group with 8 
sectors always shows it, but the other 3 will be shown 
only if they have values. 

 

***  programs  *** 

Program: 12 GALIA MELON 
 

Sector       Value           Pre-irrigation 
  003         09' 40"             00' 25" 
  004         08' 40"             00' 12" 
  007         09' 00"             00' 12" 
  016         09' 20"             00' 12" 
  015         09' 20"             00' 12" 
  000         00' 00"             00' 00" 
  000         00' 00"             00' 00" 
  000         00' 00"             00' 00" 
 

Prog. -    Prog. +               Pag. -    Pag. + 
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Example of one sector with units in hours and 
minutes, in cubic meters and liters. 
 

  003         01:40              00:08 
  003         0082 m3          0004 m3 
  003         0830 L            0035 L 

 
 

THIRD SCREEN OF PROGRAMS 
 

The values for the acid (pH) regulation, fertiliza-
tion by electric conductivity (EC) and the fertilization 
by time or volume units are entered in it. 

The "Post-irrigation" value corresponds to the 
units of the end of the irrigation of a sector or group of 
sectors in which it will stop fertilizing. 

The "pH reference" is the acid or base value, in 
which the irrigation of the program will be kept. Not to 
inject, leave the value at 0. 

The "EC reference" is the electric conductivity 
kept in the water of irrigation. Injecting with "Propor-
tion between fertilizer by EC", the relation marked is 
a proportion between the fertilizers. When the injection 
has to be increased or diminished, it will do it by in-
creasing or decreasing each fertilizer, but keeping 
always the proportion between them. Not to inject 
fertilizer, leave the proportion at 0. 

The "Fertilizers by units" are applied in parallel in 
each sector or group of sectors, always when finishing 
the pre-irrigation and in units of time (hh:mm, mm'ss'') 
or volume (L, cl). Not to apply a fertilizer, leave the 
value at 0. 

The number of fertilizers by EC will depend on 
the configured on "Parameters - Fertilizers". 

 

***  programs  *** 

Program: 01   PEPPER 
 

Post-irrigation:…………….0134 L 
pH reference: ……………. 06.7 pH 
EC reference………………02.8 mS 
 

Proportion between fertilizers by EC: 
     1 030    2 008    3 000     4 025 
 

Fertilizer by units: 
1 0018 L       2 0025 L 
 

Prog. -    Prog. +               Pag. -   
 

Other possibilities depend on the configuration of 
the determining factors, to modify the EC reference or 
the fertilizer units. They are: 

   "EC solar energy factor: -20 % 2500 Wh/m2": 
   "Radiation EC factor: ... -20 % 500 W/m2": op-

eration on the basis of solar energy involves the 
integration, in Wh/m2 or J/cm2, of the solar radia-
tion received by the crop since the start of the last 
irrigation. The value can be consulted in "Consul-
tation - Programs". When irrigation begins, the EC 
reference will be modified with the factor entered, 
in relation to solar energy. Example: with 20 % 

every 2500 W and a real integration of 660 Wh/m2 
since the previous irrigation, the EC reference will 
undergo a real decrease of approximately 5%, 
changing from 02.8 to 02.6 mS. In the case of ra-
diation, calculations are performed with the in-
stant value minus the “minimum” [6.10.] in W/m2. 

   "Solar energy units factor: -12% 2500 Wh/m2" 
   "Radiation units factor: ...-10 % 610 W/m2": 

operation on the basis of solar energy involves 
the integration, in Wh/m2 or J/cm2, of the solar ra-
diation received by the crop since the start of the 
last irrigation. When irrigation begins, the fertilizer 
units will be modified with the factor entered, in 
relation to solar energy. Example: with -23 % eve-
ry 2500 W and a real integration of 660 Wh/m2 

since the previous watering, there will be a real 
decrease of around 6 %, changing from 18 L to 
17 L and from 25 L to 24 L. In the case of radia-
tion, calculations are performed with the instant 
value minus the “minimum” [6.10.] in W/m2. 

   "EC rain factor:.........+10 % 02.5 L/m2": in out-
doors crop it will modify the EC reference with the 
% entered, in relation to the total rain since the 
beginning of the previous irrigation of the pro-
gram. The total value can be seen in "Consulta-
tion - Programs". 

   "Rain unit factor: .........+10 % 02.5 L/m2": it will 
modify the fertilizer units with the % entered, in re-
lation to the total rain since the start of the previ-
ous irrigation of the program. 

 

The fertilizer by units can be applied continuous 
or proportional. 

In the proportional application some irrigation 
units are entered by fertilizer units. The irrigation ones 
will depend on the configured in “Parameters – Flow” 
each program, they can be in seconds, minutes, liters 
or m3; the fertilizer units can be seconds, minutes, 
centiliters or liters, being these the same for all the 
programs and depending on the configured in "Pa-
rameters - Flow". 

If there are different units between those of irriga-
tion and those of proportion, the irrigation may be 
applied by time and the units of irrigation in proportion 
of fertilizer by volume. 

 

***  programs  *** 

Program: 08     TOMATO S34 
 

Post-Irrigation:……………. 0215 L 
pH reference: …………….. 06.5 pH 
EC reference……………… 03.3 mS 
 

Proportion between fertilizers by EC: 
1 040    2 005      3 010      4 020 
 

Fertilizer by  units (irrig./fert.): 
1 001/003                  2 001/008 
 

Prog. -    Prog. +              Pag. -  
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In the fertilizer injection by EC, the EC reference 
is an absolute value that will be kept constant alt-
hough the EC of water input varies. When the EC val-
ue is very changeable, it is usually regulated in rela-
tion to the EC of water input, for that, configure in "Pa-
rameters - Fertilizers". 

In “EC Reference according to the input” it is 
asked, in each program, about two EC references for 
two conductivity values of the water input. 
 

***  programs  *** 

Program: 12 GALIA MELON 
 

Post-Irrigation:…………….00’15’’ 
pH reference: ……………  06.6 pH 
 

Proportion  between fertilizers by EC: 
1 040    2 005    3 010     4 020 
 

EC reference according to the input: 
Ref.1: 02.2 mS  for input 01.2 mS 
Ref..2: 03.5 mS for input 03.0 mS 
 

Prog. -    Prog. +               Pag. -    Pag. + 
 

Graphic of the reference evolution in relation to 
the EC input with the points marked on the previous 
screen: 

 
 

On the previous screen it can be seen as the 
more EC of water input, the less fertilizer it will inject. 

The resultant reference will not exceed the value 
of Ref. 2 nor go down Ref. 1, although the input sen-
sor go out the points marked. 
 
 

8. CURVES 
 

Frequency between irrigations, irrigation units, 
reference of EC and units of fertilizer can be modified 
by the curves, automatically through the day, inde-
pendently in each program. 

 

***  function  *** 

1. ERASE 

2. CURVES 

3. MANUAL 

4. PARAMETERS 

5. PROGRAMS 

6. RECORD 

7. VARIOUS 

  
 

To enter the data, press key "FUN" (functions) 
and choose "CURVES", moving the cursor with the 
arrows, and then press "Enter". 

 

The screens to enter or verify the values are di-
vided into areas, the first line shows which program 
the curve corresponds to. In the center there is an 
area of graphics where the 24 hours of the day are 

shown horizontally and vertically the 50 % of variation 
of the fields with a central line in 0 %. Under the graph-
ic the value of 6 points per day of each field can be 
entered. 

The keys from "F1" to "F4" are used to increase or 
decrease the programs and the fields. 

The first field corresponds to the assignment of 
hours in each point, there is no value in the first one as 
it is supposed to correspond to 00:00 a.m.; in the rest 
of points enter times higher than that. 

 

*** program 7 curve *** 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Point        1         2         3        4         5         6 
Time       - - -   08:00  12:00  15:00  9:00  22:00 

Prog. -    Prog. +               Field -    Field+ 

 

The second field is used to modify the "Frequen-
cy" between the activations of the irrigations. 

The modification of the units of irrigation can be 
made in the third field. When entering an irrigation, the 
units of irrigation will increase or decrease with the % 
that corresponds to the entering minute. 

 

*** program 7 curve  *** 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Point         1         2          3        4         5        6 
Irrigation  06% +05% +14%+22%+12% -05% 

Prog. -    Prog. +               Field -    Field+ 

 

The fourth and fifth field are used to modify the 
EC reference and the fertilizer units. 

 

EC  5.0 
 

4.0 
 

3.0 
 

2.0 
 

1.0 
EC sensor 
input 

Reference 
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9. ERASING 
 

To erase press the key "FUN" (Functions) choose 
"ERASING", moving the cursor with the arrows, and 
then press "Enter". 

 

In the only screen of the function, it allows to 
erase the totals of all sectors and the general, for this 
answer "YES" to the question "Erase the totals". At the 
moment of erasing the date and time are memorized, 
and they are shown in "Record - Totals". 

 

Another possibility is to erase a program. To do 
so, enter your number in "program to erase" for this, 
and then enter with "YES" in "Erase a program". 

 

The erasing of all programs can be done from 
"Parameters - Various" copying an erased program to 
the rest. 
 

***  erasing  *** 

 
Erase the totals: ……NO 
 
Erase a program: NO 
 
Program to erase:..00 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

10. VARIOUS 
 

The contrast and times of the screen lightning, 
the sound level of the keyboard, the automatic calibra-
tion of EC and pH sensors, and the modification of the 
clock are programmed in Various. 

To enter, press the key "FUN" (functions), choose 
"VARIOUS", moving the cursor with the arrows, and 
then press “Enter”. 

 

***  function  *** 

1. ERASE 

2. CURVES 

3. MANUAL 

4. PARAMETERS 

5. PROGRAMS 

6. RECORD 

7. VARIOUS 

  
 

In the first screen it is asked "Keep the screen off 
from 00:00 to 00:00", by this, the lightning lamp of the 
screen is switched off and it prolongs its life. When 
indicating a timetable, for example, from 21:00 to 
08:00, it will switch off the screen from 9 p.m. to 8 a.m. 
If, within the time when it is switched off, any key is 
pressed it will keep the lightning for a minute since the 
last pressing. With the two values to 0, it will be per-
manently on. 

When pressing a key of the keyboard it makes a 
beep. Its sound level can be adjusted with the value 
from 0 to 9 entered in "Keyboard sound level": with 0 
it is switched off. 

The "Screen contrast" can be adjusted  by  the 
value from 1 to 25, depending on the angle from 
which the screen will be seen. The average level is 12. 
Wait for about ten  minutes after the screen is on to 
adjust it. It can also be done from the screen "Consul-
tation - General" pressing the keys "Left" and "Right" to 
adjust. 
 

*** various *** 

Keep the screen switched off from 
21:00 to 08:00 

 

Keyboard sound level:…. 3 
Screen contrast : ……….11 
 

Auto-calibration of sensors: NO 
 

Change date and time: ……NO 
 
 

 
 

To make the automatic calibration of the EC and 
pH sensors, answer "YES" to the question "Sensor 
self-calibration". 

The calibration screen shows a menu from which 
the sensor to calibrate is chosen. Move the cursor with 
the arrows and press "Enter". 
 

***  menu of calibrate  *** 

1. EC regulation sensor 

2. EC security sensor 

3. EC input sensor 

4. EC tray sensor 

5. pH regulation sensor 

6. pH security sensor 

7. pH tray sensor 

  
 

When choosing a sensor the calibration screen is 
shown, with the high and low values of the patterns 
that we will use to calibrate, the value of the reading of 
the sensor, the date of the last calibration and the 
keys to exit the calibration and to make the calibration 
of a value. 
 

*** sensor calibration *** 

 

EC sensor of regulation 
 

Low calibration value:        00.0 mS 
 

High calibration value:       05.0 mS 
 

Reading: 04.9 mS             Last cal. 18/06 
 
 

 

   Exit        Calibrate 
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The process to follow to make the calibration is: 
 

 Always start by the low calibration value. 

 Put the sensor in master liquid. 
 Enter in "Value of low calibration" the one 

which the master liquid actually has. 

 Press the key "F2" of "Calibrate". 
 It will show for a few seconds the message "Cal-

ibrating". 

 When finishing it will show "Calibrated sensor. 
Put high value". 

 Put the sensor in the high master liquid, having 
washed it before in order not to mix liquids. 

 Press the key "Enter" and in "Value of high cal-
ibration”, enter the value of the master liquid. 

 Press the key "F2" to "Calibrate". 

 It will show for a few seconds the text "Calibrat-
ing". 

 When finishing it will show "Calibrated Sensor". 
Press the key "Exit". 

 

To modify the internal clock of Agrónic 7000, you 
have to answer "Yes" to the question "Change date 
and time:" 

Under the previous question it will locate the val-
ues of hour, minute, second, day, month, year and at 
the lower line the day of the week. Modify, if neces-
sary, and press the key "Function" or "Consultation" to 
update the values to the clock. 

 
 

11. RECORD 
 

To enter record press the key "FUN" (functions), 
choose "RECORD", moving the cursor with the arrows, 
and then press "Enter". 

 

In the record menu choose one of the five op-
tions. 

 

***  record  *** 

1. Totals 

2. Workings 

3. New anomalies 

4. History 

5. Sensors 

  

 
 

11.1. TOTAL RECORD 

The "Total record" shows the units of water and 
fertilizers assigned in time and volume, in general and 
of each sector. 

 

The first screen of "Totals" informs of the date 
and time when the last erasing of totals was carried 
out, the time and total volume of irrigation and the 
time or total volume of each fertilizer. The fertilizers by 
units indicate their number with an "u". 

 

In irrigation, the time format is hours, minutes and 
seconds, and the volume is cubic meters with three 
decimals. In fertilizer there is only one format, depend-
ing on whether there is a meter assigned: in time it 
shows hours, minutes and seconds and in volume 
liters with two decimals. 
 

*** total record *** 

Total record:                 18/06/15       16:54 
 
Irrigation by time:  000237:38.10 
Irrigation by volume: 003385.440 m3 
 
Fertilizers: 
F1: 0000591.5  L       F5:  0000121.2  L 
F2: 0000225.0  L       F1u:000128:24.18 
F3: 0000334.9  L       F2u:000087:75.44 
F4: 0000410.0  L 
 

    
 

By pressing the key "F4" to increase the page, it 
will show the totals of sectors. With "F3" it will de-
crease the sector. The sector number can also be 
entered directly. 
 

*** total record *** 

Sector:  002 
 

Irrigation:  T 0017:18.43  V 0090.050 m3 
 
Fertilizers: 
F1: 00122.4  L       F5:  00062.3  L 
F2: 00083.0  L       F1u:0001:28.11 
F3: 00101.9  L       F2u:0003:25.00 
F4: 00210.0  L 
 
 

Pag. -         Pag. +   

 
The totals by volume of  the sectors that are irri-

gating at the same time with the same meter, will be 
done distributing the value of each impulse of the 
meter, depending on the expected flow in each sector 
in the heading "Parameters - Sectors". 

 

11.2. WORKING RECORD 

The "Working Record" memorizes all the events 
happened in Agrónic 7000. 

 

The records cannot be erased nor modified. 
 

The values entered in the following questions will 
be used to make a selection of the display of the rec-
ords. 

 

To make a selection, enter the day and month, 
whether to see the anomalies, the programs and then 
press the key "F2" of "Show". 
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*** working record *** 

 
Day to show:  19 / 06 / 15 
 
Show anomalies: NO 
 
Show programs 
     (0=one  1=all  2=none): 1 
 
 
 

Show 
 

In each screen there is capacity to show 6 rec-
ords at the same time. Use the up and down arrows to 
move and see more records. 

 

*** working record *** 

- 19/06  18:08  Program01 
    End of irrigation 

- 19/06   18:15  Program05 
    Drainage values: 26 % 03.2 mS 06.8 pH 

- 19/06   18:15   Program05 
    Irrigation start 

- 19/06   18:23    Program05 
    Conditional stop input 3 LEVEL 

- 19/06   18:30     Program02 
    Irrigation start 

- 19/06   18:35 
    System stop  (STOP) 

Exit            More information 
 

Each record has the date and time in which hap-
pened and a descriptive text. There are records in 
which the description is not enough and , in these, 
with the key "F2" "More information" is shown. When 
pressing it, the screen will change showing the rest of 
the information. 

 

*** Working record *** 

-19/06   18:15   Program 05 
 
Started by timetable 
 
   Irrig. total factor: +12% 
   EC total factor: -03% 
   Fert. total factor: +00% 
   Freq. total factor: +00% 
 
   Irrig. manual factor: +04% 
 

   Exit    
 

To finish seeing the working records press "F1 
Exit", "FUN" or "CON". 

 

The following table shows the description with all 
the possible records: 

 

01 Power cut 

02 I/O communication error 

03 Intrusion alarm. 

04 Fertilizer level error 

05 Acid level error 

06 Flow error 

07 Fertilizer meter error 

08 General malfunction 

09 Conductivity alarm 

10 pH alarm 

11 EC alarm tray 

12 pH alarm tray 

13 Drainage alarm tray 

14 Erasing 

15 System stop (STOP) 

16 Out of service 

17 Filter cleaning start 

18 Filters cleaning without control 

19 Conditional stop 

20 Temporary stop 

21 Definitive stop 

22 EC mixing alarm 

23 Impossible to regulate mixing 

24 Error of proportion EC 

25 Proportional fertilization error 

26 Excess of fertilizer 1 

27 Excess of fertilizer 2 

28 Enters security irrigation 

29 Enters pre-mixing 

30 Does not start due to the lack of values 

31 Program in out of service 

32 Irrigation 1 values start 

33 Irrigation 2 values start 

34 Start working 

35 Postponed 

36 Cancelled irrigation due to Out of Service 

37 Cancelled irrigation 

38 End of activation due to start or tray input 

39 Drainage values 

40 Manual stop 

41 End of irrigation 

42 SMS command received 

43 SMS daily limit exceeded 

44 Agrónic Monocable: communication error 

45 Agrónic Monocable: communication restarted 

46 Agrónic Radio: communication error 

47 Agrónic Radio: communication restarted 

48 Agrónic Radio: interrupt 

49 Agrónic Radio: collision 

50 Agrónic Radio: low battery level 

51 Expansion module: communication 

52 GPRS modem: communication 

53 PC communication 

54 Sector’s flow detector 
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- N01. Power cut. 
There has been a power cut greater than 1 mi-

nute and less than 24 hours. 
 

- N02. I/O communication error. 
There was an error in the inputs and outputs of 

the device. If you get the same error very often, that 
means that it has to be repaired. 

 

- N03. Intrusion alarm. 
The Intrusion alarm has been activated, function 

20 of the digital inputs. 
 

- N04. Fertilizer level error. 
The minimum level of fertilizer in the tank has 

been activated, function 15 of the digital inputs. Fertili-
zation stops and it activates the EC alarm. To resume, 
go to "Function - Manual". 
 

- N05. Acid level error. 
The minimum level of acid in the tank has been 

activated, function 16 of the digital inputs. Acid injec-
tion stops and it activates the pH alarm. To resume, 
go to "Function - Manual". 
 

- N06. Flow error. 
An anomaly occurs at the flow control of the irri-

gation meters because of a default or excess in the 
expected flow, showing the meter and the value of 
flow. 
 

- N07. Fertilizer meter error. 
The anomaly appears when a volumetric meter fertiliz-
er fails, and after a set time. It produces a definitive 
malfunction of CE and stops injecting. Once it has 
been repaired, go to "Function - Manual" to resume 
the injection. 
 

- N08. General malfunction. 
It occurs when the security element of the irriga-

tion system that is connected to the general malfunc-
tion input is being activated and causes a definite stop 
of the programmer. To cancel the definitive stop, go to 
"Function - Manual". 
 

- N09. Conductivity alarm. 
In the fertilizers regulating through EC alarms 

may be generated due to a high or low injection lag, 
an offset with respect to the security sensor or a 100% 
constant injection. When this happens, it stops inject-
ing through CE in the irrigation sector and tries again 
in the next sector. The number of attempts can be 
programmable at "Parameters - Fertilizers". Once the 
maximum number of attempts has been reached, it 
enters into CE definitive alarm, stopping the fertiliza-
tion application through CE until it is being resumed at 
"Function - Manual". 
 

- N10. pH alarm. 
In the acid or base regulation, alarms may be 

generated due to a high or low injection lag, an offset 
with respect to the security sensor or a 100% constant 
injection. When this happens, it stops injecting acid in 
the irrigation sector and tries again in the next sector. 
The number of attempts can be programmable at 

"Parameters - Fertilizers" with a separate value for low 
pH alarm. Once the maximum number of attempts has 
been reached, it enters into pH definitive alarm, stop-
ping the application until it is being resumed at "Func-
tion - Manual". 
 

- N11. EC alarm in tray. 
There has been a lag of the permitted levels in 

the measurement of drainage electrical conductivity. It 
shows the tray and EC value. 
 

- N12. pH alarm in tray. 
There has been a lag of the permitted levels in 

the measurement of the drainage acidity. It shows the 
tray and the pH value. 
 

- N13. Drainage alarm in tray. 
It will cause an anomaly due to a drainage lag out 

of programmed phase margins, indicating the tray and 
drainage%. 
 

- N14. Erasing. 
It records the programs erasing. 

 

- N15. System stop (STOP). 
As it enters and leaves the system stop. 

 

- N16. Out of service. 
As it enters and leaves the Out of service. 

 

- N17. Start filters cleaning. 
When the filters cleaning starts. It indicates as 

well the reason: Sensor (by the pressure switch), units 
(time or volume between cleanings has been exceed-
ed) or manual. 
 

- N18: Filters cleaning without control. 
When cleaning is repeated after another number 

of times set in "Parameters - Filters", it enters in anom-
aly and stops cleaning while not resume at "Function - 
Manual". 
 

- N19. Conditional stop. 
It reports the conditional stop of a program by an 

input with a connected sensor element. Upon comple-
tion of the sensor action, it resumes irrigation. 
 

- N20. Temporary stop. 
The security element of the installation connected 

to the input has detected an incorrect process, caus-
ing the stop of the programs that are working with 
sectors assigned to the input, and going to the follow-
ing irrigation sequence. 
 

- N21. Definitive stop. 
A security element of the installation has enabled 

the input. All sectors assigned to the input will be defi-
nitely stopped until it is finished at "Function - Manual". 
 

- N22. EC alarm in mixing. 
An offset may occur with the set value when regu-

lating the mixture of two water inputs. When it hap-
pens, and after a set time, it will show an alarm, record 
the anomaly and it will stop or not the irrigation pro-
gram according to what has been indicated at “Pa-
rameters – Mixing”. 
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- N23. Impossible to regulate mixing. 
It has been unable to properly perform the mixing 

of waters of the irrigation program. 
 

- N24. Error of proportion in EC. 
When you configure performing the control of the 

fertilizers proportionality of EC in "Parameters - Flow" 
and volumetric meters have been installed, the permit-
ted error margin is controlled in the balance of fertilizer 
injection. Entering in error mode, it will save the 
anomaly with the program and the actual proportions. 

 

- N25. Proportional fertilization error. 
When fertilization is performed in units propor-

tional to the irrigation units, it will record an anomaly to 
the third time that finishes first applying irrigation units 
rate as a fertilizer 
 

- N26. Excess of fertilizer 1. 
Upon completion of the sector irrigation, there is 

a leftover of fertilizer in fertilizer injection units. It shows 
the fertilizers from 1 to 4. 
 

- N27. Excess of fertilizer 2. 
Upon completion of the sector irrigation, there is 

a leftover of fertilizer in fertilizer injection units. It shows 
the fertilizers from 5 to 8. 
 

- N28. Enters security irrigation. 
The irrigation program indicated in the anomaly 

has started doing security irrigations following the 
terms marked in "Parameters - Programs". To finalize, 
enter “Function – Manual”. 
 

- N29. Enters pre-mixing. 
When the fertilizer pre-agitation enters. 

 

- N30. Does not start due to the lack of values. 
When a program has to be started but has not set 

any sector or the outputs of the sectors are repeated 
on the general outputs. 
 

- N31. Program in out of service. 
The indicated program enters or leaves the out of 

service mode. 
 

- N32. Irrigation values start 1. 
The indicated program has been initiated. It 

shows the start reason (schedule, sequence, manual, 
etc.) and if the irrigation or fertilization has been modi-
fied by a manual or determining factor. 
 

- N33. Irrigation values start 2. 
If the initiated program has a determining factor 

that affects, and shows what it is and the % that the 
program has modified. 
 

- N34. Start working. 
The program has enabled the sectors and start 

counting the scheduled time or volume. This record 
may be followed by the start or not (N32). Perhaps the 
program has been postponed after starting and before 
entering the course. 
 

- N35. Postponed. 
The program has been postponed temporarily. 

The reasons could be: “security” (security time be-

tween starts), “priority” (a program with a higher priori-
ty has entered), “stop” (the System Stop has been 
activated) and “fertilizer overlap” (some program ferti-
lizer is being used by another program). 
 

- N36. Cancelled irrigation due to Out of Service.  
The Agrónic is Out of Service and all active irriga-

tion processes has been cancelled. 
 

- N37. Cancelled irrigation. 
When a program is cancelled by a temporary or 

definitive stop, a record is being created with the sec-
tor that was being watered and time or volume that 
was left to finish. 
 

- N38. Ending due to start input. 
When the program has a start determining factor 

per tray associated to a digital entry, and it has been 
configured to stop the program by stopping the entry. 
 

- N39. Drainage values. 
When a program ends that has a drainage de-

termining factor, the drainage % and EC and pH aver-
ages are being recorded. 
 

- N40. Manual stop. 
A program has been manually stopped. 

 

- N41. End of irrigation. 
A program has been completed. 

 

- N42. SMS command received. 
A command by SMS has been received. It indi-

cates the phone number of the sender. 
 

- N43. SMS daily limit exceeded. 
You have exceeded the SMS limit that can be 

send in one day. It is automatically reactivated when 
the day changes or manually at “Parameters -
Communications – SMS messages” 
 

- N44. Agrónic Monocable: communication error. 
It has ceased communicating with the EAM or 

one of the MAM. 
 

- N45. Agrónic Monocable: communication restarted. 
He has returned to communicate with the EAM or 

one of the MAM after a communication error. 
 

- N46. Agrónic Radio: communication error. 
It has ceased communicating with the EAR or 

one of the MAR. 
 

- N47. Agrónic Radio: communication restarted. 
He has returned to communicate with the EAR or 

one of the MAR after a communication error. 
 

- N48. Agrónic Radio: interrupt. 
The Agrónic Radio has been stopped to reduce 

battery consumption of the MAR. It is only being done 
when you are not going to use it for a long time peri-
od. 
 

- N49. Agrónic Radio: collision. 
An Agrónic Radio has been detected that does 

not belong to this system. You may have some other 
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installation near your Agrónic Radio that interferes. We 
recommend changing the communication channel. 
 

- N50. Agrónic Radio: low battery level. 
The MAR battery is running low and has to be 

changed. 
 

- N51. Expansion Module: communication. 
It has ceased communicating with a Expansion 

Module. 
 

- N52. GPRS modem: communication. 
There was a communication error with the GPRS 

modem. 
 

- N53. PC communication. 
Record the start and end of connection to the PC 

for each user. 
 

- N54. Sector’s flow detector. 
If the sector has set a digital input to detect the 

water flow, it is being recorded when the sector is 
opened and no water flows, and when the sector is 
closed and the water flows. 
 
 

11.3. NEW ANOMALY RECORD 

The screen of new anomaly record shows the 
anomalies produced which the user has not seen yet. 
Once they have been seen, they are being deleted 
from this list, but can be checked in the working rec-
ord. 

 

11.4. HISTORY RECORD 

Agrónic 7000 records, independently of the cur-
rent day and the last 14 days, the starts that each pro-
gram has made, the number of filter cleanings, the 
rain, the integration of radiation and day temperature, 
in the first screen. 

 

*** day 23/06 record *** 

Number of program starts: 
01:004   06:000   11:001   16:000   21:000 
02:005   07:002   12:003   17:000   22:000 
03:000   08:000   13:003   18:006   23:000 
04:000   09:002   14:000   19:000   24:000 
05:012   10:005   15:000   20:000 
 

Number of filter cleanings:. 004 
Total rain:………………….. 000.0 L/m2 
Total radiation:……………. 6318 Wh/m2 
Total temperature:………… 430.8 °C*h 
 

Day -         Day +                           Pag. +   
 

If we are controlling some of the 9 drainage trays 
in hydroponics crops that can afford you the Agrónic 
7000 then, the next screen will show you the average 
in the different irrigation days for the % of realized 
drainage, pH and EC values (about values of each 
irrigation see “Working records”). 

*** day 23/06 record *** 
 

Tray    Average:     drainage   EC      pH 
   1                              23%     03.8    06.2 
   2                              29%     03.6    06.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Day -    Day +                    Pag. -    Pag. + 
 

In the following screens it shows, for each sector, 
the total of the day in irrigation, the average of EC and 
pH and the total of fertilizers. In the fertilizers by units it 
will be given in time or volume, and in the regulation 
by EC, it will only be given in volume if there is a meter 
installed. The day and page can be modified with the 
keys "F1" to "F4". 
 

*** day 23/06 record *** 

Sector :003 
 

Total Irrigation: 02:43 
 

EC average:  02.6     pH average: 06.3 
 

Fertilizers: 
F1:  00092.6 L             F5:   00142.2 L 
F2:  00025.0 L             F1u: 00:33.20 
F3:  00000.0 L             F2u: 00:09:00 
F4:  00143.3 L 

Day -    Day +                    Pag. -    Pag. +   
 

The values of the records cannot be modified nor 
erased. 

 

 

11.5. SENSOR RECORD 

In the graphic record of sensors, a graphic of the 
behavior of several sensors can be made. 

All the sensors make recordings covering a peri-
od of 24 hours, taking (average) readings every 10 
minutes. Furthermore, the conductivity (EC) and acidi-
ty (pH) sensors offer an additional record of the last 10 
minutes, with sensor readings every 10 seconds and 
the requested reference. 

To see a sensor, choose from the following menu: 
 

***  sensor record  *** 

1. EC sensor 

2. pH sensor 

3. Humidity 

4. Start sensor 1 

5. Start sensor 2 

6. Start sensor 3 

7. Start sensor 4 

8. Start sensor 5 

9. Start sensor 6 

10. Radiation 

11. Water temperature 

12. Air temperature 
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The keys "F1" to "F3" allow you to exit the graphic, 
and to go to the next sensor and in the EC and pH it 
allows you to see the reference value that the regula-
tion required. 

 

*** EC graphic 10’ *** 
 

10.0mS                                                Sen. 
 
 
5.0 mS 
 
 
0.0 mS 

0'       2'       4'       6'       8'      10' 
 

Exit       Next     Sen./Ref.   10’/24h 
 

***  Radiation graphic  *** 
 

1200 
 
 
600 
 
 
0 
W/m2   12:00    18:00    00:00     06:00 
 

Exit       Next 

 
 

12. MANUAL 
 

By the manual function the following can be done: 

 Start a program. 

 Stop a program that is irrigating. 
 Finish the security irrigation of a program. 
 Leave a program out of service. 

 Remove a program from the out of service 
position. 

 Stop the system, that it can also be done with 
the key STOP. The programs are postponed 
and the outputs are not activated. 

 Stop the out of service, that can be also done 
with the key STOP. The programs will reiniti-
ate in the same place in which they stopped. 

 Set the Agrónic at general out of service, leav-
ing everything stopped and erasing the val-
ues of the programs which are working. 

 Exit the out of service. 
 Start a filter cleaning. 

 Finish the filter cleaning. 
 Finish the stop for general malfunction. 

 Finish the stop of the injection by EC alarm. 
 Finish the stop of the injection by pH alarm. 
 Reinitiate the irrigation by low pH alarm. 

 Finish the stop by flow malfunction. 
 Finish the stop of the filters by filter out of 

control malfunction. 

 Finish the activation of the alarm outputs. 

All this is asked in the first screen of manual func-
tion, depending on the number of texts there will be a 
second screen. 
 

***  manual  *** 

Program:  00 
         Manual start:…………...NO 
         Out of service:…………NO 
 
System stop (STOP):………..NO 
Out of general service:………NO 
 
Start filter cleaning:………….NO 
Finish EC alarm :…………….YES 
 

Pag. +   
 

By pressing the key "F4" of "Page +", the next 
screen appears, where the outputs of relay can be 
activated directly. But you have to work very carefully 
as there is not any kind of control and damage in the 
installation could be done (security is not taken into 
account). This function is only useful for the installer, 
in the final preparation of all elements. 

To exit the screen, all the possible 8 outputs have 
to be at 0. 

 

In the chapter "Output connection" there is a chart 
with the relays locations. We recommend to consult it. 
 

***  manual  *** 

Output activation: 
  1 00000000 
  2 00000000 
  3 00000000 
  4 00000000 
  5 00000000 
  6 00000000 
  7 00000000 
  8 00000000 
 

Pag. -      Pag. +   
 

There are internal meters in the irrigation pro-
grams that can be modified: the number of activations 
which are left, the time left for the next activation, the 
pause days and the drainage factor in the last irriga-
tion or the average of partial drainage. 
 

***  manual  *** 

Program: 01 PEPPER 
 
Number of activations:….……01 
Time between activations:…..00:36 
Days for the next activation:   02 
Correction for drainage:……..+14.5 % 
 
 
 
 

Pag. -         
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13. CONSULTATION 
 

On the different Consultation screens there is in-
formation about the current works of the controls that 
rules AGRÓNIC 7000. 

By pressing the key "CON" the following menu is 
shown: 

 

***  consultation  *** 

1. TRAYS 

2. FERTILIZATION 

3. FILTERS 

4. GENERAL 

5. PROGRAMS 

6. SENSORS / INPUTS 

7. VARIOUS 

  

 

To enter a consultation, the cursor with the 
up/down arrows has to be moved and press the key 
"Enter". Once inside the consultation, with same keys 
with arrows on, it will go to the previous or next con-
sultation. 

 

In all of them, the time of the internal clock will be 
shown, and in "Consultation - General" the date will 
also be displayed. 
 

13.1. TRAY CONSULTATION 

When trays of drainage are installed in the hydro-
ponic crop, the values related to electric conductivity 
(EC), acidity, drained volume of the last irrigation, 
relation of drained water to the applied irrigation and 
last factor of correction applied to the sectors to make 
the programmed drainage will be consulted. 

 

By the keys "F1" and "F2" the consultation of the 9 
possible operative trays is increased or decreased. 

 

When the drainage compensation is done in rela-
tion to that of the previous irrigation, the information 
will be shown on this screen. 

 

 

Tray 1………………………..14:59.32 
 

Conductivity:…………..……03.1 mS 
Acidity:……………………....06.4 pH 
Drained volume…………….00837 mL 
 

Drainage/irrigation relationship: 14 % 
 

Last correction:………………. -05.3 % 
 

Tray -     Tray + 

 
If the compensation is done in the same irriga-

tion, the partial drainage of the last irrigation will be 
given and the average of the 5 previous ones. In addi-

tion, it will give us the correction factor made in the 
last irrigation to reach the programmed drainage. 
 

 

Tray 1 -------------------------------  16:27.02 
 

Conductivity: ….………. 03.3 mS 
Acidity: …………………. 06.5 pH 
Drainage volume: …….. 06344 mL 
 

Ratio drainage / irrigation:  19 % 
 

Partial drainage: 03 %,  average: 11 % 
Irrigation modified with:  +02.1 % 
 

Tray -    Tray + 

 

13.2. FERTILIZATION CONSULTATION 

The fertilization consultation is divided into a max-
imum of 4 screen, depending on the configuration. 

 

In the first one, the values of consultation referred 
to the injection of fertilizers by electric conductivity 
(EC) are shown. 

 

The first value and the column on the left corre-
spond to the value of EC reference that the program 
asks. The second one is the instant value of the sen-
sor of the main conductivity EC1 reading. The third 
value and column show the value of the security sen-
sor EC2, if it is installed. If there is conductivity sensor 
in the water entering, it will give the value in the fourth 
column: EC3. 

 

In the column "Inj." the percentage of fertilizer in-
jection by EC is shown, and to its right (Fert.), the 
columns of the proportions of injection of each fertiliz-
er to reach the balance programmed. 

 

When there is a temporary or definitive anomaly 
of EC, it shows the message on this screen. 
 

 
 

Conductivity-----------------------  15:33.02 
 

 
02.8 02.8  02.7  01.9  038%   12345678 
Ref.EC  EC1 EC2   EC3    Inj.        Fert. 

Pag. + 

 
To go to the next screen press "F4" of "Pag.+". It 

shows the values of acid or base injection, these are 
the pH reference that the working program asks, the 
main sensor pH1, the security sensor pH2 and the 
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percentage of injection, together with the text of acid 
1, or 2 or the base. 

 

When there is a temporary or definitive anomaly 
of pH, it shows the message in this screen. 
 

 
 

Acid -----------------------  15:33.02 
 

06.7      06.6  06.6   042% 
Ref.pH  pH1  pH2     Inj. 

Pag. -      Pag. + 
 

The following screen shows if the fertilizer by 
units is being applied, the values corresponding to 
units of fertilizer which is left to apply, or the relation 
water/fertilizer, in proportional fertilization. 
 

 

Fertilizer in units ----------  15:38.05 
 
         I       F 
 
F1  016 / 005   Prog. 05    TOMATO S34 
 
F2  005 / 001 
 

Pag. -     Pag. + 
 

When there are mixers the screen corresponds to 
the consultation of the temporization of the mixing of 
the different fertilizers. 
 

 

Fertilizer mixers ------  15:40.00 
 
 Mix.  Pre-mixing         Stop       Working 
    1         000"               000"          020" 
    2         000"               055"          000" 
    6         000”               000"          000" 
 

Pag. -     Pag. + 
 

If the equipment has to be configured to automat-
ically compensate the proportional error between the 
fertilizers that regulate conductivity, the screen will 
show the real proportion of each fertilizer that is being 
produced and in brackets that which has to be made. 
 

When there is an asterisk beside the number of 
the fertilizer, this indicates that it fulfills all the condi-
tions to be able to automatically modify the density. 
 

 
EC fertilizers proportion ------  15:42.30 
 
N.    Proportion (OK) Density 
F1* 054% (050)    0.92 
F2* 067% (070)    1.04 
F3* 050% (050)    1.00 
F4* 100% (100)    1.00 

Pag. -    

 
 

13.3. FILTER CONSULTATION 

The filter cleaning screen shows the condition of 
the values related to the cleaning. 

 

List of texts in the consultation: 
 

   “Units between cleanings: 00135”, they 
are the units of effective irrigation left before 
the cleaning. 

   “Waiting to clean”, it shows that a cleaning 
has to be done and it is waiting for the start of 
an irrigation program. 

   “Cleaning the filter: 03” it shows the filter 
that is doing the cleaning. 

   “Cleaning time: 024” they are the seconds 
left to finish the cleaning of the filter being 
done at the moment. 

   “Pause time: 05” they are the seconds of 
pause left to start the filter cleaning. 

   “Filter stop”, when there is an anomaly of 
an excess of consecutive cleanings, the pos-
sibility of doing cleanings is cancelled tempo-
rarily. 

 

 

Filter cleaning…………………..18:14.50 
 
 
             Cleaning filter: 01 
 
             Cleaning time: 018’’ 
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13.4. GENERAL CONSULTATION 

The general consultation screen will usually be 
left latent, as the information shown is the priority. 

In the first line, there is the date and the time, be-
low it the value of the main sensor of conductivity 
(mS), after it the acidity (pH) and, if there is an irriga-
tion program working (P) it shows its number, if there 
is more than one, it will show its numbers intermittent-
ly for 2 seconds each. When we are fertilizing by EC 
and pH, is it shown the sensor program reference with 
the actual value of the sensor. 

It will show the sectors activated in each program 
that is carrying out the irrigation and the pending irri-
gation units when the number of sectors that they are 
irrigating are less than 4. When the number of activat-
ed programs do not have space in the first screen, the 
text "Pag.+" will be shown by pressing the key "F4", by 
doing so you can consult them in another screen. 

By the number of new  anomalies the user is in-
former of the anomalies produced since the last time 
that they were consulted in "Function - Records". 
 

Other information that general consultation can 
show is: 
 

(By using "Function - Manual" or key STOP) 

 Out of general service. 
 System stop (STOP). 

 

(Informative to postpone the irrigation) 

 Cleaning filters. 
 Pre-agitating 
 Starting diesel 

 

(Anomalies that stop some functions of the con-
troller, to finish, enter "Function - Manual”) 

 EC definitive alarm. 
 pH definitive alarm. 

 General malfunction. 
 Stop due to flow. 
 Stop of filters. 

 Stop due to low pH. 
 Stop by input 

 
 

-------------------- Friday  26/06/15  09:15.05 -- 
 

02.3     

 

00.0 

mS    06.4 

 

  00.0 

  pH P01 

 

Cleaning filters 
New anomalies:004 
 

Program01 PEPPER 
001  004  005  016 

 

Pag. + 

 

When connecting the system to the electric pow-
er, the general consultation screen is displayed. 
 

13.5. PROGRAM CONSULTATION 

The condition of each irrigation program can be 
consulted in these screens. There are several for each 
program, informing the first one of the start conditions. 

 

The different information that the screen can 
show is: 

 

 If it is irrigating. 
 "Active Time: Yes" to be able to start by deter-

mining factors. 

 "Active Period: Yes" when working by dates. 
 "Active day: Yes" when working with days of 

the week. 

 "Day of irrigation: YES  00 left" when working 
by days of irrigation, indicating if it is irrigating 
today and the days left to carry out the next irri-
gation. 

 "Continuous start security: 01:17", when the 
program goes into anomaly because of contin-
uous start, it will carry out security irrigations; 
the time left to carry out the next irrigation and 
the text "Carrying out security irrigation" are 
shown here. 

 "Activations left: 02" it shows the activations 
left when carrying out pulsed irrigations. The 
time left for the next activation is shown in "Acti-
vation frequency: 00:29". 

 The units of "Pre-irrigation" left, or the indica-
tion that it is doing the "Post-irrigation". 

 If a program has been started in a manual way, 
it reminds it while irrigating with the text "Start-
ed manually". 

 

To see another program, press the keys "F1"or 
"F2". 
 

 

Program 12 MELON GALIA -- 15.40.00 
 
Active timetable: ……..….NO     irrigating 
Active Period: ….…………YES 
Irrigation Day: ……….……YES 
 
Pre-irrigation: 00’ 24’’ 
 

Prog. -    Prog. +                             Pag. + 

 

You can enter on the second screen of the con-
sultation programs by pressing the key "F4" of 
"Pag.+". 

It shows the sectors of the program, with the units 
of irrigation which are left to apply. 

The sector that is irrigating will be marked with "*" 
to the right of its number. When the symbol is a dot ".", 
it indicates that the sector is stopped waiting for all its 
group to reach the post-irrigation. 
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If there are more than 16 sectors programmed, 
they will be shown in the following screen. 

 

 

Program 12  MELON GALIA -15:40.00 
 

Sector  Irrigation         Sector    Irrigation 
 008       00' 00"             044        12' 30" 
 015       00' 00"             023        15' 00" 
 004  *   00' 44" 
 006  ·    00' 12" 
 007       12' 30" 
 035       12' 40" 
 036       12' 00" 
 037       12' 50" 
 

Prog. -    Prog. +               Pag. -    Pag. + 
 

On the last screen of the program consultation, it 
informs of the factors applied in the last irrigation to 
modify the irrigation units of the sectors, the EC refer-
ence, the fertilizer units and the time of the frequency 
between irrigation activations. 

 

The determining factors, the curves and the man-
ual factor have an influence on the factors. How much 
each one of them has influenced can be seen in the 
"Working records". 

 

If the program is influenced by determining fac-
tors with sensors as radiation, rain or temperature, the 
total since the previous irrigation will be displayed on 
this screen. 
 

 

Program12 MELON GALIA  15:40.00 
 
Irrigation Factor:……………….. -05 % 
EC Factor:…………………….… -08 % 
Fertilizer unit factor:……………. +00 % 
Factor on frequency:…………… -12 % 
 
Total determining factor 1: 0338 Wh/m2 
Total determining factor 2: 00.0 L/m2 
 
 

Prog. -     Prog. +            Pag. -       

 

13.6. SENSOR/INPUT CONSULTATION 

The immediate value of the sensors, the condition 
of the inputs, the nominal flow of the irrigation and 
fertilizer meters by units, and the condition of the flow 
detector of the sectors are shown on these consulta-
tion screens. 

 

The possible sensors are: 
 

 Regulation EC. 

 Security EC. 
 Water input EC. 
 EC of trays 1 to 9. 

 Regulation pH. 
 Security pH. 

 pH of trays 1 to 9. 

 Radiation. 
 Solar energy for day 

 Irrigation pressure. 
 Environmental and water temperature. 

 Relative humidity. 
 Soil moisture 1 to 6. 

 Level tray 1 to 9. 
 Drainage in tray 1 to 9. 
 Rain gauge. 

 

The possible inputs are: 
 

 Irrigation meter 1 to 6. 
 Fertilizer meter 1 to 8. 

 Fertilizer and acid level. 
 General malfunction. 
 Differential pressure gauge. 

 Stop 1 to 6, conditional, temporary 
or definitive. 

 Start or tray 1 to 9. 

 Diesel detector. 
 Drainage meter. 
 

Sectors’ flow detectors: 
 

 “0” closed sector and no water flows. 
 “1” open sector and the water flows. 
 “0.e” open sector and no water flows. 
 “1.e” closed sector and the water flows. 

13.7. VARIOUS CONSULTATION 

In “Consultation – Various” you will find the mix-
ing of waters, pressure regulation and all consultation 
in regards to communications. 

 

***  various consultation *** 

1. Mixing water 

2. Pressure regulation 

3. Agrónic 

4. Communication PC SMS 

5. Expansion modules 

6. Agrónic Monocable 120 

7. Agrónic Radio 868-16 

8. Agrónic Radio 2.4 

9. Agrónic Radio 433 

 

 
 

13.7.1. Mixing water 

Mixing water  --------------------------- 14:23:15 

 Program 01  tomatoes 

 Valve position 1: 35% (opening) 

 Valve position 2: 100% 

 EC mixture: 3.3 mS    Ref.: 3.0 mS 
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In the mixing of waters, it informs of the program 
that is carrying out the mixing, the condition in % of 
the position of the motorized valves, the EC value of 
the water input, the EC reference that the program 
asks for and the possible anomalies in the mixing. 
 
 

13.7.2. Pressure regulation 

Pressure regulation  ---------------- 14:23:15 

 Pressure: 05.0 bars   Ref.: 05.0 

 General 1 to 020% 

  

    
 

In the regulation of the irrigation pressure, it 
shows the pressure value, the pressure reference of 
the program and the % of regulation the frequency 
variator connected to the pump of the General 1 has. 

 
 

13.7.3. Agrónic 

Agrónic 7000  ------------------------- 14:23:15 

 NS: 05689   V:4.00 

 Options enabled: 

 PC.  SMS.  Water mixing. 

 Pressure regulation. Radio. Monocable. 

  

    
 

It displays the unit's serial number, software ver-
sion and the options enabled. 

 
 

13.7.4. Communication PC - SMS 

Communication PC - SMS  ------- 14:23:15 

 GPRS modem: Correct 

 Rssi: 60% 

 SMS: Correct 

 Today. Sent: 3  Received: 1 

 PC 1: Correct 

 PC 2: No communication 

 PC 3: No configured 

    
 

Shows the modem status, the RSSI coverage 
level, SMS received and sent with the number of to-
day’s SMS, and the communication status with the 3 
pc users that it may have. 
 
 

13.7.5. Expansion modules 

Expansion modules  ---------------- 14:23:15 

 Module 01: Correct 

 Module 02: Correct 

 Module 03: Error 

 … 

 Module 08: No configured 

  Pag. - Pag. + 

It displays the communication status of the 16 
expansion modules the Agrónic may have. These 
statuses include: 

- Correct: in communication with the module. 
- Error: no communication with the module. 
- No configured: It is not configured. 

 
 

13.7.6. Agrónic Monocable 120 

Agrónic Monocable 120  ----------- 14:23:15 

 Active: yes 

 Communicating: yes 

 Version: 2.04 

  

  Pag. - Pag. + 
 

The first screen shows the status and the soft-
ware version of EAM. 
 

Agrónic Monocable 120  ----------- 14:23:15 

001-y 002-y 003-y 004-y 005-y 006-y 

007-y 008-y 009-y 010-y 011-y 012-y 

…      

055-n 056-n 057-n 058-n 059-n 060-n 

  Pag. - Pag. + 
 

The following screens show if the 120 MAM are 
communicating (y) or not (n). 
 
 

13.7.7. Agrónic Radio 868-16 

Agrónic Radio 868-16  -------------- 14:23:15 

 Channel: 1 

 Protocol: 8” 

 Active: yes 

 Communicating: yes 

 Version: 1.11 

  

  Pag. - Pag. + 
 

The first screen shows the status and the soft-
ware version of EAR. 
 

Agrónic Radio 868-16  -------------- 14:23:15 

 MAR01    Active: yes 

 Communication:  1111100011111111 

 rssi EAR: 56 rssi MAR: 60 

 Battery: 4.0V 
  

 MAR02    Active: yes 

 Communication:  1111100011111100 

 rssi EAR: 46 rssi MAR: 48 

 Battery: 3.7V 

  Pag. - Pag. + 
 

Each screen will show the status of two MAR. It is 
indicated if active, the status of the last 16 communi-
cations (1-correct, 0-incorrect), the level of RSSI radio 
signal received by the EAR and the MAR, and battery 
voltage. 
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13.7.8. Agrónic Radio 2.4 

Agrónic Radio 2.4  ------------------- 14:23:15 

 Channel: 1 

 Active: yes 

 Communicating: yes 

 Version: 2.10 

  

  Pag. - Pag. + 

 

The first screen shows the status and the soft-
ware version of EAR. 
 

Agrónic Radio 2.4  ------------------- 14:23:15 

 MAR001 

 Communication:  1111100011111111 

 rssi EAR: 56                      rssi MAR: 60 

 Battery: 4.0V 

  

 MAR002 

 Communication:  1111100011111100 

 rssi EAR: 46                    rssi MAR: 48 

 Battery: 3.7V 

  Pag. - Pag. + 

 

Each screen will show the status of two MAR. It is 
indicated the status of the last 16 communications (1-
correct, 0-incorrect), the level of RSSI radio signal 
received by the EAR and the MAR, and battery volt-
age. 
 
 
13.7.9. Agrónic Radio 433 

Agrónic Radio 433  ------------------ 14:23:15 

 Channel: 1 

 Active: yes 

 Communicating: yes 

 Version: 1.14 

  

  Pag. - Pag. + 

 
The first screen shows the status and the soft-

ware version of EAR. 

 
 

Agrónic Radio 433  ------------------ 14:23:15 

 MAR001 

 Communication:  1111100011111111 

 rssi EAR: 56                    rssi MAR: 60 

 Battery: 4.0V 

  

 MAR002 

 Communication:  1111100011111100 

 rssi EAR: 46                    rssi MAR: 48 

 Battery: 3.7V 

  Pag. - Pag. + 

 
Each screen will show the status of two MAR. It is 

indicated the status of the last 16 communications (1-
correct, 0-incorrect), the level of RSSI radio signal 
received by the EAR and the MAR, and battery volt-
age. 
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14. SMS MESSAGES 
 

MANUAL OPERATIONS 

 
Serial 
No. Code 

OP1 OP2 OP3 OP4 OP5 OP6 OP7 OP8 

 

Out of Service 
     

12345 
0000 

FS YES or NO  

“FS” Example:  Set to out of service:    12345 FS YES 
 

Stop 
     

12345 
0000 

ST YES or NO  

“ST” Example:  Remove Stop:      12345 ST NO 
 

Start Program 
   Prog. No.  

12345 
0000 

IP 00  

“IP” Example:  Start programs 5 and 12:    12345 IP 5 IP 12 
 

Stop Program 
   Prog. No.  

12345 
0000 

PP 00  

“PP” Example:  Stop program 5:     12345 PP 5 
 

End of alarm 
   Type  

12345 
0000 

AL CE, PH, TO  

“AL” Example: 

 Deactivate EC alarm:   12345 AL CE 
 Deactivate pH alarm:   12345 AL PH 
 Deactivate all alarms:   12345 AL TO 

 

Consultation of PC 
configuration 

    

12345 
0000 

CCOM  

“CCOM” Example:  12345 CCOM ---> US:1 TC:3 NA:0 TCP:2332 IP:225.252.124.100 
 

Consultation of APN 
configuration 

    

12345 
0000 

CAPN  

“CAPN” Example:  12345 CAPN --->  Automatic APN: Yes  APN:movistar.es  User:movistar  Pass:movistar 
 

Activate or deactivate 
the SMS sending 

     

12345 
0000 

SMS YES or NO  

“SMS” Example:  Deactivate the SMS sending:       12345 SMS NO 
 

PC communication 

   User No. Type communic. Access level TCP port IP address 

12345 

0000 

COM 1 to 3 

0 a 3 
0. No comunic. 
1. Cable 
2. GSM Modem 
3. GPRS 

0 a 2 
0. Total 
1. Programs 
2. Consultation 

0000 
000.000.000.000 or 
“name.domain” 

“COM” Example: 
 User 1, communication with GPRS modem, total access, TCP port 2332, IP address 211.211.211.211 
   12345 COM 1 3 0 2332 211.211.211.211 

 

Change APN 
   Automatic APN User Password  

12345 
0000 

APN YES or NO text text text  

“APN” Example: 
 The APN is not automatic: 12345 APN NO internet.com internet internet 
 The APN is automatic:  12345 APN YES 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
 
 

 FUNCTION 
 

     

     

     

   Totals  

ERASE  Programs  

    Frequency 
     Irrigation units 

CURVES ---- By program at 6 times ----> EC Reference  

      Fertilizer units 

       

MANUAL      Stop system  STOP 

      General out of general 

      Program: Start/Stop 

PARAMETERS    Tray   Out of service 

    Flow   Security irrigation end 

  Start conditions  Communication   Number of activations 

PROGRAMS  Irrigation units of the sectors  Digital inputs   Activation days 

  pH and EC regulation, fert. units  Sensor inputs   Drainage correction 

   Fertilizers  Filter cleaning Start/ End 

RECORD  Totals  Filters  Filter without control malfunction end 

  Workings  Mixing  General malfunction end 

  New anomalies  Programs   EC alarm end 

VARIOUS Screen  History  General outputs   pH alarm end 

 Keyboard  Sensors  Sectors   Flow malfunction end 

 Self-calibration   Various   End alarm activation 

 Clock     Output activation 

        

        

        

        

 

 

CONSULTATION TRAYS  From 1 to 9 trays with pH, EC, drained volume, drainage 
relation and last correction.   

FERTILIZATION  Values for regulation of EC, pH, fertilizer units and mixers. 

  

  FILTERS  Condition of filter cleaning 

    

  GENERAL  Consultation screen and general condition summary. 

    

  PROGRAMS  Current values of the irrigation programs. 

    

 SENSORS / INPUTS  Instant values of the digital sensors and inputs. 

 

    

  VARIOUS  Water mixing, pressure regulation, communications. 
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NOTES: 
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